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PREFACE 

The purpose oftbis study is to make some distinot

ions between medieval and modern attitudes and assumptions 

concerning the individual and his relationship to sod.ety, 

in order to discern Chaucer 1 s metbods and purposes in the 

characterisation found in some of ~~~l~.~L*:E..o 

CriJcical dispute" which I will summarise in Chapter One, 

suggests that the assumptions and preconoeptions related 

to our own idea of It personalit.i' are inappropriate1oand mis

leading 'In an- evaluation of Chaucer's characters., 

Tbe fourteenth-century idea of tbe self and of man's 

relation to society, ultimate-ly to creation, and God, is 

contr'asted wi tb some aspects of OU1" own n self=picttu"el~, the 

implications of our possession of upe11sona1.ityn in Chapter 

l].1wo" I will look briefly at the beliefs to be inferred from 

the theological doctrine of ~~, and outline some 

medieval conceptions of the Inner Man, and of his objectives 

and h;ts inadequac 1e s., 

My remaining three cbapters will compl"'ise a detailed 

study of the characters found in ~qe_~~, !~ 

_.' Man 2f mL~wr s ~E;.~, and The W::hf~ 2~~ Tale" In Chapter 

Three we shall see how tile external details of the portraits 

imp 1 iei tly lead to moral as ses smen t, to a· knowledge of s pir~ 

itual condition which reacbes its culminating statement in 

jj.J 



The Parson's Talee This ch~pter applies the ~indings o~ 
~~~~ 

the first and second parts of Chapter Two. Chapter Four 

pursues the ideas of the third section of Chapter Two, 

medieval ideals and virtues. Constance embodies some of 

these ideals and qualities; the JvIan of Law is an elabo!>a te 

foil for such charactel"'isticso My final chapt01" explores 

the chru."acterisation of the Wife of Bath as the presentation 

of contrasting qualities and attitudes, a conviction and 

constancy in sinning and fallingo In endowing medieval 

man and medieval chal'acters with tt personalitytt we are 

presupposing in the man a moral autonomy and a mannel" of 

introspection he is unlikely to bave expressed, and in 

l1.terar·y characters, a verisimilitude, external or " psycl1o-

logical" calculated to elicit the sympathetic identii'ication 

of the l'leadero My contention is tbat Chaucer's characters 

are highly artificial, tbat they comprise elements of icon-

ograpby, exemplary materials, theological, literary and 

contempOl"ary allusion, calculated to arouse a rational 

response, and ul timately, an ethical judgment. 

tv 
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CHARACTER AND CR IT rcs 

RGod's plentynl is as pertinent to Chaucer criticism 

as to Chaucer's pilgrims; as a means to defining my approach 

to the characterisation of ~he Cant~~~ T~, I shall begin 

with an outline of the diversity of tJ:'eatment given to the 

characters in twentieth-century criticismg
2 The dominant 

critical approaches to the characters, particularly in the 

case of the pilgrims, can be seen to be in conflict with 

one another becaus e of differing preEluppositions: in regard~ 

ing Chaucer's characters should we see them as figures of 

fiction, and apply criteria similar J say, to those suited to 

the modern novel 13 Should we treat them as personalities, 

1John Dryden, Preface to Fables Ancient and Modern 
(London, 1700). -~~.--=-~ 

2The criticism I will be discussing in this chapter 
deals chiefly with the Canterbury Pilgrims; on the whole, 
interest in Chaucer's chm'acterisation in the tales themselves 
has either been considered as subordinate to themes in the 
process of interpretation, or the conclusions of consideration 
of individual characters have been confined in Significance 
to the exigencies of that specific tale. 

3Cf • Trevor Vlhi ttock, ~~€L.9.!...!be C~!2..t~~E. 
(Cambridge, 1968), ppo 78, 84, 1249 finds in tne WIfe or Bath 
an admirable earthiness associated with the heroines found 
in the works of Do Ho Lawrence s S,imilarly, John S,peirs 
(Chaucer the Maker, London 1951) finds Chaucer "profoundly 
moral arid reI1g;1ous ll in a "Lawrentian sense"; he throws in, 
for good measure, passing comparisons too, with Johnson, Crabbe, 
Jane Austen 0 0 • (Po 204). 
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or as figures of drama?4 Or should we adjust our view to 

place ourselves in the lives of a fourteenth" century reader, 

or audience? As Donald Howard' warns us, in cons ider ing this 

hypothetical auditor 

we would not understand much of his behaviour-
:i.t would not have the meaning a glance or a 
grimace conveys among those that live at the 
same time, in the same culture. 5 . 

This difficulty emerges with progressively greater 

stubbornness; R. E. Kaskefs review of ~~~~~~~~~er 

(Do W. Robertson Jr~, 1962) implies a state of impasse in 

Chaucer criticism. He sees Robertson's works as "0. wholesome 

corrective pushed to an improbable extreme. II He cites 

Robertson f S interpretation of' the Viif'e of' Bath as rais ing 

further questions as to whether such qualities 
(her "human qualities!!) may not be recognized 
vvi thout sentimentality, and whether the only 
alternative to a sentimental reading is a con-
Sistently allegorical one. 6 ~ 

This apparent dichotomy of approach :i.n twentieth--century 

criticism is, needless to say, of more complex origins than 

simply the opposition of two distinct approaches to Chaucer's 

characters. It is part too of a divergence COfll.11l0n to criticism 

4R • 1\1. Lumiansky, Of __ ~01l~Y:Y: _Folk (Aust in, Texas, 1955), 
and SernaI'd Ruppe, A Readingo:f The Canterbury Tales (New York, 
1964); both approacJJ t:heCl)aracteI''S~agOl{lstSin dramatic 
action. 

5Donald R. Howard, The Tl1I'ee Temptations: Medieval 
1\;1~in_~~_arch o~_ the V.iorld TPrince-ton-;-i966), p. 9. 

6R. E .. Kaske,- "Chaucer and Medieval Al1er;0I'v"tl. ELH_ 
~ ,----, 

XXX (1963),Po 181. 



between the methodology expounded by Hirsch and that repre

sen·ted by so-called lINew Ori tic ism" ~ '7 

RG K5 Root in 1906 employs three primary considerations 

in dealing vvitr.l Chaucer's characters which have proved to be 

the precursors of three distinct avenues of approach. They 

overlap and subdivide much as did medieval ItTrees of Deadly 

8insll8 , and for convenience I too must schemat:i.se and simplify. 

Since intervening criticism bas successively expanded upon 

the points originating 1n Root's work so I will outline this 

development and conclude with· a surrunary of my own approach. 

The strength of the General Prologue lies, accordLng 

to Root, 

in the vividness of_ its individual portrai ture 
and in the representative c11aracter of t)Je 
whole series of portraits as a true pic~u.re of 
English life in the fourteenth century .. 

He praises ttthe successful blending of individual and typicall! 

by which the "abstract type is made visible and real as 

embodied jn the incli vidual. 1110 Ori tics have since been 

divided in stressing the individuality or the typicality of 

the portraits. Inevitably such gener;aliza.tions bave been 

7Eo D. Hirsch, VaUcU-ty ..iI2-~::.EE!l~'2 (New Haven, 
1966) advocates a hermeneutic approach, asserting that the 
task of interpretation should precede evaluation. F. R 0 Leavis, 
(and New Oritfcism) is concerned primarily with evaluating a 
wOl'k flor a modern audience. 

8Cf • John Livingston LOVIes, lICl1aucer and the Seven 
Deadly Sins", Pr!1LA,XXX (1915), pp. 244-9, and this cbapter, P.? 

9R• K. Root. Tll~yo~t£..Lq.f Chaucer (Bos·ton and New 
York, 1966) p. 160.' 

lO~~biq.) p~ 161. 



extensively modified or redefined, yet until recently one 

M-or pther of these features bas generally been stressed in 

4 

assessing Chaucer's characterisation. The third point which 

has proyed to be of prophetic significance for later criticism 

occurs in Root's l"'eminder that 

the life of the Midale Ages lent itself particularly 
well to such a process of portraiture ~Tl1ouCb the 
dawninG of the Renais['allce was beginning its em.ph
asis on the individual, society VJas still organised 
on a communistic basis.. Life was less complex" 
members of the vaT'ious crafts were banded together 
hl guilds and mysteries, eacb vIi th a particul2.r 
livery.. Each member' of a guild was conscious of 
himself as one of a body, its representative and 
type.. Today things are very different 0 c • with 
the majority of us the t-;ndca,l is lost in the 
individual as far as character goes e. e .11 

This third consideration introduces the need for peadjustmcnt 

to a different conception of individualibJ, a need felt or 

implic i tly denied ever since e Thus in Root t s work tbree 

distinct tendencies of subsequent criticism can be discerned. 

Firstly, the individual may be stressed (with II portraiture" 

implying tbat the subject of study ,viII be divorced from 

either literary or historical context). Secondly, interpre-

tatj,on may see the character as a type, in Root's case, a 

soc ia1 type" Tb ird1y, some critics bave confronted tbe need 

for an aWG.reness of the differences which distinguish 

Chaucerfs time from oUrs. 

Ki ttredge (1915) finds in Chaucer t s charac ters II an 

individuality that goes much beyond the typical. 1f He extends 

ll~., p. 162. 



his discus sion of character to the tales [md maintains that 

while the initial portraits give an erroneous impression of 

typicali 1?Y, the pilgrims later t)ecome Unot tale-telling 

puppets, but men and womed~ &12 '!'lith Kittredge 'we have an 

5 

ea1"'ly suggest ion that Chaucer f s characters, at Ie as this 

pilgrims, can be regarded as [1 personalities lt 
, with a variety 

of relations, actions, reactions and distinguished in many 

cases by a tlmoment of int€h.~est self-revelationll , the mark 

of Chaucer f s II supreme genius" ~ Kittredge finds tl1is sel1'-

revelation comparable to tbe soliloquies of Iago, Hamlet 

and Macbeth .. 13 Tbe:'la~:,.~dity of such comparisons will be 
. "<. ''''\ 

·considered in {,~hapter Two~ It is sufficient here to note 
'. .. 

the use of the idea of ttpersonalityti in connection with 

Cbaucer's pilerims; worth noting too , with Christopher Gillie, 

that, exceptionally in medieval literature, it is in Chaucer's 

.worlcthat we are tempted to isolate cbaracter. 14 

The stress on individuality appears in a different 

form in a work by John filanly appearing in 1926.. He says that 

of course the General Prologue does not present an inclusive 

picture of fourteentb century society, but that Chaucer's basis 

of choice was influenced by the fact that some of the pilgrims 

._------
12George L'ymfu"'l Kittredge, .Qhaucer ..§.p.d His= Poe t1"Y 

(Cambridge, Mass., 1915) p. 154, 155,. 

13}.Qi9:", p. 155. 

14Christopber Gillie, £b~s....~E_.lE-,=~~.li~h ~i t~.l'Eure_ 
(London, 1965) p. 41. 
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were real persons, tbus initiating a documentary approacb 

wbich bas S lnce sent a number of sleuths in search of It orig ~ 

malslf:.. He asserts that "they were typical no doubt, of 

their status and occupation, but typical only as a happily" 

chosen individual may bell .15 This is helpful in recaptur jng 

prof e s s ional and v 00 a tio,}albaClrcgr ound s to the portrait s, it ___ J 
offers a stimulating insight into soc :tal' conditions as 

Muriel Buwden's study of tbe General Prologue shows,,16 It 

certainly adds little~bowever, to our understanding of 

Chaucer ' s methods and purposes" Tbe acclaim given to Chaucer1s 

Itrealism'l falls equally sbort of tbese problems. Pesides, 

as Robertson points out: 

alt~hough tbe cbaracters in tbe General Pl'ologue 
have an undeniable verisimilitude, conais'l:ient 
with the increasing use of ver:tsimilj,dtLl.tle in 
t11e visual arts, they are in no sense Ifrealistic". 
The funct:ton of verisimilitude is, first of 
'all,toattrs.ctattention, and ultimately to 
s]Jo'i,vtlie val idi 'by of the underly:tng abstractions, 
as thErv rilan'ifesttheniselves in tbelife of the 
times. 17 

Togetber ,.-.,itb direct description and statement, 

Cbaucer's chief tecbnique, according to Manly, is psycholoGical 

anal'ysis ttcomparable to tbebest in Clarissa HarloVle"., Appre-

eiation of psycho~ogical truth~·to-life again stQPs sbort at 

15.John Manly,~~bt 0l!....QE..~ (New York, 
1926) I p.. 74 .. 

16Muriel Bowden, A Comrn.entar...;y on The General Prologue 
j;o Tbe_ CB:~r£~rx .~ale.s. (~JYo'rk,'-i9481-:-~ - , ---~-.-.-~ 

.. p 

J.rD. Wo 
1962), po 247. 

Robel'tson, A Preface to Chaucer (Princeton, -- ----~------~----
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our acquiescence in the illu. ion. We are convinced, by one 

means or another, or the consistency of the characters, but 

the nature of our insight remains unexplored. Besides, Chau~ 

cer's documentary capacities as well as his artistic intentions 

are lilcely to have been subject to a mode of perception difrer-

ent from our own, the implications of which will be discussed 

in Chapter Two .. 

Meanwhile Walter Clyde Curry is exploring a different 

aspect of the individuality of the pilgrims~ He offers (1926) 

medieval documentation to supp'ort the theory that physiology, 

physiognomy, astrology, medicine, are all employed by Chaucer to 

establi"sh traits of character or evaluative significance to his 

audience .18 The" psychology'· of med leval times relates outward 

manifestations to temperament and personal propensities; this 

process should not be confused however with modern ideas of psy~ 

chology wh ich will be mentioned in Chapter Two" Curry adds much 

to our ability to interpret physical detail, his study implies 

that ltindividualising traitstl so loved by other critics,19 

such as the Wife's celebrated gat-teeth, the Miller's wart, 

the distinctive pbysique of the Reeve, are part of a complex 

of detail to be construed as the indications of character. 

At this point the arbitrary division of the individual and 
6 ______ ~..... ... ~... '" ;or:,"","",,~_ 

lSvifalter Clyde Curry, .9haucer an..d_ the ~~_d.l..e~~~£,~enc2~ 
(New York, 1926). 

19E9 • J. R., Hulbert, !~Chaucer' s Pilgrims lt (antholo
gised :Ll1 Edwal'd Wagenkne cb t, Chaucer: Modern Es says in 
~!,cL~~, New York, 1959), p-:==2=~-~--=·~--=·····~--
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the typical becomes more elus ive o Now ,ve have accrued a 

number of ttt'wigges tt to the idea of individuality in cbaract-

erisationQ Hence, interest in the p:i.lgr:1.111s has diversified 

into thI'ee main U schoolsft
, those concerned with historical 

tt origina1s ll
, those concerned to interpret details as signals 

of social or moral condition, and those stressing social or 

psychological verisimilitude. 

The typical aspects of the portraits can refer to 

vocational 
...... , social, moral, spix'itual stat.Us., aild to general~ 

ised types of temperament. Villere each cbarac tel" is related 

to, or representative of, a social typology, pl1ysical details 

and even bei:)ftvior, ·ax'e seen as representative of a gl~OUpo 

Curryr s study suggests tba t distinctivG details may set tbe 

pilgri~ ap8.l~t from bis fellows but suggest kinsbip of' another 

kinde 
I 

The 6. o oks and the Sun:monel'''s diseases for j~1stance. 
) I 

distinsuisb them a8 the moral casual ties of' a dissipated 

life. The pllysiological aspects of Reeve, Miller and Pardoner 

assign them to roles suggGstive of the figures of the vices 

to become the familiar stock in trade of .fifteenth century 

morality plays. Curry }lowevep still retains a more thorough 

going (more model~n?) idea of individualityo 

Out o.f the fusion by the creative imagination cf' 
. of· otbervdse incoherent elements, emerges the 
mirage, the unif'ied and unique gersonalities 
respectively o~ the Sumrnoner and the Cook 0 •• 

the symptoms of these r:1aladies ur;)On face and body 
become l.mfaIti')le indices of c~Jaracter 0 20 

20 Curry, p. 50 e 
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The search for underlying significance of character 

was taken up by Iilreclerick Tupper's 'work (1914), where he 

presupposes a role for the w:tist contrary to tbe modern one 

of debarring the pointing of a moral. Tupper wants to demolish 

on6 idea that Chaucer VIaS not intrigued by the bOlI'l1.1e.tic 

aspect of nedieval life~ ,He finds an Uarchitectonic use of 

apart from the passing mention of the Seven Sinf~, there is 

yet another treatment of the sins, not casual, 
but organic; that in, several of t11e stories the 
poet finds these familiar conceptions of medieval 
theology so serviceable a framework that he refers 
often to the Ylell-b10whformula as a convenient 
and suggestive de~'iice for construction. 22 

,-------------.----~ 

. 21Frederick Tupper, It Chaucer and tbe Seven Deadly 
Sins ll

, PIJL1~)X:;CIX (1914)) p. 126. rrhe reconstruction O.L a, 
possible moral rationale underlying the structure of The 
Canterbury Tales is .f":)$Ot'A-Sht n1r ::,t in \I The ':{.uarrells of the 
Canterbu.ry p-irgr;imsH/J"CCP"{IV (lfh5), p. 256. liThe natural 
allia.Ylce be,tween morality ~8nc1 class satire was immeasura;Jle 

"strengthened in thEl; .Middle Ages by the tben universal habit 
of mind vlhicl1 :reduced all conceptions of right and \'lJ:'ong to 
f'ixed formulas, and which combined these formal categories 
of tbe -view, and a systematic survey of the evils of every 
call ingtt c> He cite s La::.<1g1and and GOY/(~r.. He seems too ready 
to see Chaucer t s characters s imply.~ as abstractions of 
single sins, reluctEmt to credit them with a moral complexitY6 

22Tupper, II Chaucer and the Seven Deadly Sins ll , Po' 96 e 
Of. too, E" Talbot Donaldson, uMedieval Poetry and I;Iedieval 
SinH, (in .?:~~~~inE~ o~. S?a_u..~_~, London, .19'70) e He pr:esents. a' \ 
fresn and ~rreV8ran-c vlev; 01 the H-:;uslness of barm~a-metr:LCslt. 
Seeing criticism as~'}avin;:~ more to do with appreciation tlJan 
bistorical interpretation, be counters analysiS of moral 
and anagogic T:Jean:i.n,ss in The CDnter'OUF'1 Tales with a plea 
for ales s E~_~~~ Chaucer ,-.rt'ha t Cba~r-was not cood at VIaS 

the fornulation of doctrinee on sin, but the revelation of 
the marvellous variety o~ life in a world \'(lhich, bO\'Jever 
sinful, is tIle only vJorlc1 'we T ve got, and one that can mingle 
delight vdth its in8vitable corruption. 1t . 
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Tupper sees some of tbe tales as exemplary of the sins, 'and 

their> tellel~s as tbe embodiment of these specific vices t~1US: 

Wife of 5ath: Pride (in the form of Inobedience) 
Manciple: Virath (as cl1iding, one of its branches) 
Physician: Lechery 
Pardoner f s Prologue: Avarice and (lluttony 
Pardoner's Tale; Covetousness 
Second Nuns Prologue: Idleness (the. case of the 

Second Nun's sloth beine; 
pr01Ja'Jle but conjectural) 

1\'1an of Law: En V'.J 

The Parson I s Tale is, he says" the source of much bo:r>rovling 

Ln the tales, and this is ttdeliberately designedtt •
23 

The sCI18matisation of the sins, as IJowes demonstrates, 

is by no means as systematic or rigid as Tupper has impliedQ 

Lowes f S exhaustive analysis of the organization of sins in the 

S!.! IE2:,!yt, and Jacob! s Vl~ll, leads him to conclude that while 

Chaucer makes abundant use of the Seven Deadly 
Sins, bedealttvith life, and life, like the 
c~tegori~x' is a labyr:lnth 01' the vices and 
vlrtues .... 

In the follovdng year ~ Tupper l"'einforced bis argument, in the 

light of Lowes' criticisms. His theory, as applied to 

character does oversi1nplify but his study is valuable in 

furthex' mg the attempt to relate characterisation to Chaucer! s 

thematic concerns, even if Itl ove and s:1n1! puts it too broadly. 

3e does presuppose a formative consciousness different from, 

231", ed 
~., 

04 j.J""I 0 "'e s J 1'/ !J 

255, 36?o 

------~ 

pp. 96 ~·115. 

ttCbaucer and the Seven Deadly Sins ,t.'ppo 
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our OW11..,25 

HOYJard Patch in t-roduces a...YJ.other cons ideration, als 0 

to have repercussions~ he bri.ngs Chaucer into the foreground 

of the dispute on characterisation as strongly displaying 

U a likingtr for his cbaracters, of which one is highly conscious 

in the GBneral Prologue. He stresses the poet's approval of, 

Parson and Plowman. He grants the representative quality'· 

of' the pilgrims in social level and occupations, but argues '\ 
. , 

for anothe1" dimension, that of Chaucer 1 s Imowledge of human \ 

feelings and interest in human natu1"e: .--J 
he does not viev! human nature prllnaI'ily from a 
moral angle. ry~tfj h~ Sb,OVlS ~~s own prejudice 
about what lS .L oreg:LveaDle 0 

AIJ.oVlance is now generally made for a manipulated narra toP 

and for a consequent irony to wllicl1 the Genepal Prologue 

portpaits are particularly subject. 2 '7 But the rocognition 

of irony recalls us to the problem of fourteenth-cen tury 

attitudes to social role and duty. 

25Frederick Tupper, ttChaucers Sins and 8inne1"s 1l J'SGP, 
XV (1916). 

26Uoward Roll in Patch, ~~:E!Jadip.g Cha ~ (Canlbr idge , 
Mass., 1939) p. 155. 

2'701'. Kemp Malone, Style and structure in "The Prologue 
to 1'~qapter\?.'_~l:yT~].eE.l! ET.LH •. XIII (1946), PP. 38-45; Een 
Kimpel, tt'rhe Narl-'ator of) ,rhe CanterbuE.;L~~\ ~JJL).~( (1953), 
ppo 77-86; E. Talbot Donaldson, trChaucer the Pi1gr:i..m'\?i',ILA, 
LXIX (1954)/ PPo 928-936; Edgar H. Duncan, IINm'rator's Points 
ai' View in the Portrait General Prologue to The Ca.nterourv . -.->-~~----~- . 
Tales, PPo 77-101 in Es~_in li?po~:r: __ ?f lp~:-.2~urrx 
(Nashville, 1955); ~osemary Woolf ;-t'Cbaucer as a Satirist in 
the General Prolosue!l, Cri t. Q.I.( (1959). ppo 150-157, Jobn I-tI 
:l'.1ajor, IlThe 8erElona1ity of CllJuc:er the/Pi1SI'imll, PT.-iliA,LXX:V 
(1960) ,PPe 160·-162. 1\lso -~ertrand H. 2ron30n, In S6arch of 

E~l~lJ:9mel~ (,roron to, 1960) 0 ~--.-----. 
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Discl"epencies in tbe portraits, the failure of the 

eccles iastics in particular; to live up to the standards of 

their vocation, have now been extensively studied~ Charact~· 

erisation in the tales is likely also to be qualified .... )y tbe 

attitudes of the narrator, and, beyond tl1at, Chaucer himself. 

As Donaldson bas demonstrated, nChaucer uses a deceptively 

simple styleU ~28 Consciousness ",;:' of tonE) 8l1.d of tbe 

manipulation of expectation helps to ga.uge nuances of cbaracter" 

To attl'i'bute vTitbout qualification" a l~hearty kindness tr to 

the Wife, tl perverse vitality and perverted charmu , to tbe 

Pardonel", as Patch does, is to offer but a partial view. 29 

It leads Patch into tbe embarassing paradox of suggesting a.. 

Chaucer botb If concerned 'with proper conduct for s~wing the 

soullt and ye t del ibera tly not plac ing his chal"8.cters 11 ac cord-

ing to a Cbristian scale of values." 30 

Tbe desire to extricate the Pilgrims from a moral or 

ethical signiflcance extrinsic to themselves recurrs in tbe 

work of Paull F" 3aum (1951) J Van Dyke Shelly (1940), a.nd 

Helen Storm Corsa (1964)" Baum infer's the pilgl'image to be 

of only Itnominal rel ig ious intent", asserting that Chaucer t s 

.~-' --.... ~~,--

28E .. Talbot Donaldson, Speaking of Chaucer (London, 
1970), Chapte~ IV, "Women of St:Y·le-rr-.-~------

29Chaucer! s likinG for,;'"the l:lkea~)leness of l1is 
characters is the c:::tief concern of 'Y.S" P. Tattock, T~le Hind 
and Art of Chaucer (8~yrD.cuses 1950); Jolli'1. Speirs, Ci.la'liCertbG 
I-!lak8r-C.concron:-~I95-1); Derel;: Brewer, Chancer (ttUen and -"Tooksfl"~ 
~er~;;; c. T,onr1o"""1 n-,-.r1 rn~-r~()rd~v~ 1 Qr:::,?;) ---~ 
~ .;...v u, ....... _"-'- .L ~.1U .!. v_ ........ , _ ........................ I • 



interest VIas 

in people and their strange vmys, not in life 
VJith its great aims, its troubles of tbe 
spirit, and its tragical ttmysteriestt • Is 
there one of bis cbaracters wbo seems to 
have a soul ~nd to be concerned about it? 

13 

Baum! s Vlork is significant in applying to Chaucer! s characters 
in. 

an aspect of our concept of oersonality;/,tbe absence of sel.f7" 

awareness be presupposes Chaucer's lack of interest in 

things spiritual. He discards the Parson!s Tale as !Ian 

ersatz finale!? s.nd concludes tbat II tbe ways of God to rlIan 

were not llis province, but tbe vJaYs of Nan to Manu 1131 

A similar line of argument encouI'ages Shelly to 

.find the V!ife of Eatl1 "all the more admirable for baving had 

.five husbands" .. 32 Helen storm Corsa oblig:iJ.1.gly supplies bel" 

character s wi tll self-awareness. Tbe portraits II are charged 

wi th the possibility of dyna.:::nic revelation of' personality. tt 

Sbe discerns in the Tales 

a tension in the degree of struggle necessary 
to maintain equilibrium, to maintain in wl1at
ever terins it can, tbe balance between \vbat 
the pilGrim is and what he senses or has sensed, 
be sbol).ld be. 

For her The Canterbur,r Tales represent the tI spectacle of , __ ._. _-, •. :.iJ __ .• ~_ 

the warl~in8 soult!. 33 Here we are confronted not wi tll the __ . _____ ._. __ ._ ... _---.._~~._.'111___ .. _ ~_~ ___ .,..~ _ _=__---... 

31PauJ.:l 1". Baum, Chaucer. A Cri tical Ap~;rec ia tion 
(Durham, N. C", 1 95 8) P P Q 67.:rr3:"""-·-·-----·---"~~·--··~~· 

32Percy Van Dyke Sllelly, T"he Livin[: Cnaucer 
(Philadelphia, 1940) J p. 201. -~-~--.. ~.-.--.---
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It individualising .. tau c}Jesu which lead earlier critics to an-

appreciation of personality, but; with the manifestatiOlu: of 

a fully fledged personal i"VJ comparable to those foUt"1d in 

modern fiction., 

.----------\\ In ___ <?~?trast to the increasingly COllh'110n assumption 
v~ 

that Cbaucer' s cl'Jaracters are in some way, (and here there 

is a vaguenes s as to Chaucer's methods and intentions) 

comparable to the creatures of modern fiction, Ra;Lph Baldvlin 

(1955) presented a systemati.c analysis of the General Prologue 

I. 
portraits taking into accolmt· medieval methods of caracter-

I' 

isa tion and, briefly, the medieval concept of individuality" 

He examines the rhetorical princ iples govel"ning the portraits 

8.11d finds tba t 

A plenary cnaroacterisation is conceived on this 
basis: i'tvs exterior or physical; ihe interior 
or I:1oral portraits, the soc la1 class, rank, or 
profess:lon; and the dress 

wh ich the narrator ita c t announce s (1. 37 -42 ) ._~'1he tor ie a1 

practice accounts, be says, for the extravagant use of super-

latives ~ He turns to Boet!1ius, Aquinas and Gregory of Nyssa 

for c1al"ifica tion of a vie"w of the person alIen to our ovm. 35 

Vlhen Baldwin does use Ilpersonalityll,lit 1s in the restricted 

sense employed in medieval personalist pI1ilosophiesjVJhich 

relate man to the three persons of the Trinity b.y the C:1ristian 

34Ralpb Ealdwin, Tb~ Uni~L_ of .1l2.~,~<2..E.~.Flt~rl;t£,L!-,?-l~ 
(Anglistiica Vol. V, Copenhagen, 1955J': p. 3'1. 

35I~~~~, pp. 38, 39 0 
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doctrine of man's creation in God's image. His analysis of. 

the portraits reveals that "we do not find in Chaucer the 

density of specification which is so much a part of tho 

naturalistic technique ll 
e He also points out that 

Chaucer t s first technical y.10ve in each self
contained portrait is the :=:.:tCit'tVH8.t:ton or the 
den lal or the type and a..n elTI)has is on the 
incarnate ore ··elrdnonco of the Derson jn terms 
of the typ~ approved or dorogated. 36 

Baldwin's attempt to redefine IIpersonality't in a 

medieval sense receives addl tional support from Robertson 

(1962). He points out that 

In spite of the conclusions of some modern 
critics, medieval literary art did not develop 
the 1110ans of analysing such phenomena (ltstrong 
motions of the souI Il ). It is, as distinct 
from romantic, or ;"'lodern literary art, riGor
ously non -psycbolog ical • • • Most conrmonl~l 
buman behaviour VJas thought of' in terms of 
al)stractions wbich re tained the ir indi viduali ty 
without reference to the psychological concH tion 
of the subject. 

He.,is suspicious even of the term "characterisation" as 

misleading, ttsince the aim -is not to delineate character in 

a ps-!chological sense but to call attention to abstractions 

'which may manifest themselves in }::llJ.:\nan thought or actionff. 37 

Baldwin and Rol:;ertson stress the underlying signif-

icance of character. TIlis approach demands tbe support of 

an approximated medieval view of' t}1e individual wl1ich 

to Chaucer pp. 
--~--) 

GAO 
h.J 7.l.) • 
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Baldwin only briefly suggests, and Robertson fails to provide 

documentation for. The alternative approach, to infer that 

Chaucer's characters possess "personalitytl compar>able to our 

conception of ourselves, and to stress tbat sense of indiv-

iduality as a prime objective of Chaucer's, raises two major 

difficulties. These difficulties are themselves su~ject to 

controversy, and I bope the folloWing Chal?tel~ will help to 

clarify my case. 

Tbe first pro1Jlem, suge;ested by Kaske's reservations, 

mentioned above, is the apparent incompa tibil i ty of the 

interpreta tive approach wi tb its stress on thematic s ignif-

icance, and the concern with characters as personalities in 

a twentieth century sense. Stress on the j_ndividuals 

potrayed by Chaucer tends to uproot them from their literary 

context and from the wide!" context of fourteen tn-century 

England c It carries with it the implication that character 

determines thematic design rather than vice~versa. Robertson's 

exposition of medieval aesthetics and literary practice38 

strongly sUGgests that narl~ative detail and plot construction 

rue 8'ubol~dinated to underlying meaning; hence characterilioation 

is likely to have been similarly con trolled by overall des ign. 

The second reservation is that our own idea 0::':' 

individuality is likely to be qualitatively different from 

the medieval conception. To enj oy and evaluate Chaucer t s 

",(,> 

00~e, Chapter.s II and IV. 
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figU1~es as we l'elate to, and judee, the creatures of contemp-

orary fiction, will lead to a partial and distorted viewo 

Muriel Bowden sees -the medieval period as 

pe opled with human beings 'whose loves and hate s, 
sins and virtues, were very much the same as 
they had been wi thin a thousand years or as they 
8.1'e today, or as they probably will be for a 
thousand years to come. 39 

Underlying generalised feelings may be permanent and u..n.iversal, 

but expression B.nd conceptualisation al tel', even in our own 

life times, so that styles of behaviour and attitudes are 

A. Le Kroeber points out that) 

owing to tbe lat'geness of tbis highly var:i.able 
componont of culture in the makeup of hUT:1an 
behaviour, it is evident that Ilhuman natureH 

is a much less steadily unifol'm tlJing, and 
much barder to characterise, than gorilla., or 
elepbant, or tiger nature.. Its hereditary 
features carry an enormous overlay of variable 
features due to culture. 40 

The caution shown by l\"roeber in generalising about 

lthuman naturelt should also check our impulse to credit 

Chaucer's characters with Hpersonality"; its implications 

are liable to lead to a distorted vieVi" In particular we 

should be inferring such features of' our O'.Nl1 conception of 

individuality as povlers of introspectiOD'j a high degree of 

39Bowden, £ol~~~~ar~, p. 4. 

40A. L. Kroeber, An Anthropolo[,;ist Looks at History 
(Berkeley and Los Angele s~~ J.9-6-::n-:-p-:~202-:--~-~~·~~---·--',", 



moral autonomy, and self-determination, to figures created 

for a totally different kind of interest and ~pprec:tation~ 

Robertson SU;;8e8t:'8 that 

the individuals in l:h'okk society were individuals, 
eacb vvith his OW11 peculiar character, talents, 
and disposition; l")ut they lacked something that 
most of us enj oy today: It peI'sonal i tyll • • • 
1.,here practical applications are made in realms 
we 'would consider to be If p sycbo1.Qgj,cal~'""rDfrdieygJ 

:\;/l'.i1~E~~:~6ric_E3rri,tlierus e I-V:§JJ~l,{L~ttt)llQt'§.l-Jty , that}s, 
vd th theevL'tluation of behaviour wi thin 'Ii gPQ1lP, 
rather than v'li ththe potentialities of the :'Lncu.v-

J.8 

idual. Medieval-hlen thought of one another, ~-\ [,..., 
therefoJ:'e, not, as personalities '.'!ith deep inner '1:.. 
drives and tensions bu~ as mora1:".2,~].~.~§:'9j:~.\1:r..S.~Vlhose ' 
vix'tues and vices V!el"'e~ 'alYl,>arEh1t' in the ir speech 
and ac tions. 41 , 

My task in this study vJill be to ~xamine Cbaucer'y s 

characterisa tioD as the outcome of a distinctly different 

conception of tbe individual from that implied by our 

u p EJ,'sonality l1., Some of tbe sources of this contrast will 

be considered in r~J next chapter. 

41)). VIe Ro'bertson :rx'., C)')0~ce~~~~_}jondo.n (Toran to., 
1968) I p .. 4 ~ Regrettably Robertson does not support this 
tbeory \V i th his normal docum.entation and analysis 0 
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TWO VIEVvS OF MAJ.'\[: MEDIEV1\L AND MODERN 

In this chapteX' I shall try to point out some of 

the contx'asts between the modern conception of "personality" . 

and medieval confie;uX'ations of ideas abo"tlt man, his relation-

ship to society, to the frrunevvork of creation and ultimately 

to God. This brief study will form. the grolUldworkfor the 

last three cbapters in contributing to an aQpreciation of 

the purposes and methods in Chaucer IS cba.racterisa tion, whose 

empbasis and implications is l:tkely to be misread by the 

application of an a.l'1.achronistic frame of l'eferencec l 

Such distortion was illustrated in the last chapter. 

The intentions of Chaucer t s chara.cterisa tionbave become 

obscured;:~, by tbe COnoe1'11. for our liking, or Chaucer t s liking, 

or personal approval of his characters. In empathising vd th 

the pilgrims, and the protagonists of the Tales, as the 

---.. ~~-".---. ------------------
1 li-:xtreme exampl es of the attempt to evaluate Cbaucer t s 

cbara.cters by purely modern criteria, drawing on psycbological 
and psychoanalytic terminology, ca..n. ::-je found in: J'ohn Hagopia...11., 
ttCbaucer as Psychologist in Troi'lUs and Cr:i. seiden., Litsl"atu.re 
and Psyebology} XVI (1966), pp7Ef.::rr:'-·He-iriter"pre·ts Tx'.:):llus 
as tbe victim of paternal coldn.ess and II an Oe.dipal tie to 
his 1ll0ther ll

G The plot is that of Uthe past psychological 
novel of the English Lanc;uage lt

• Maurice Cohen, ItCbaucer1s 
Prioress and her tale: A Study of Anal Character and Anti
Semitism"; :E§ychoanal;r.ti.~a;:>t8rly.XXt,,{I (1962), pp. 232-49. 
According to Cohen her lJ1'ooc11 is the symbol of anal-eroticism, 
her invocation of the Virgi...11. represents "genital striv:L.'1gsU 

and the fantasy of divine rapeo 

19 
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modern novel has tra1.ned us to do, 'I;'le neglect implications 

in the portrayal of' character relating it to ~ framework of 

social and moral 
~ -" T.'.,.-......- • . 

values,,)! A tbird danger is tbatJi.n. attrib
I . 
!-.-,,,..-...- -

uting to Chaucer's cI'eatures" the l11an.:Lfestat:i.ons of "person-

ali tytl we are lead to assmrefrom the iP behaviour a complex 

interior life, moral autonomy (with the quality of freedom 

tbis implies), and a self'··avrareness, all comparable to our 

own. We apPI'eciate his characters for what they are, with-

out paying attention to clues suggestive of vfhat they should 

be. Conversely we fail to apprec iate some of the chaT'acters 

because they do not conform to what we feel, as chilc1I'en of 

'our own time, they ought to be. 2 

·1 bope to reCI'eate some of the aspects of the 

medieval .idea of individuality., I will look at Sow.e recent 

definitions of IIpersonalitytt and formulate fI'om this an 

approximation of our OVIn conception of ourselves as individuals. 

A contrast can then be made between this and the views 

expI'essed by mediewl.l thinkel"s. The latter part of the 

chapter presents an analysis of the implications of the 

medieval " se lf-pictupe fl
, firstly as it concePns the manneP 

in which the interior life of man was conceived, secondly 

as it concerns the ideals and objectives, and nOl"nlS of 
{I".-titlt~ 

bebaviour which v'lere most prominent to him, an~ the attitudes 

21 demonstrate this point witll cleta.iled reference to 
to tbe General .Prologue, in Chapter III. 
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towards moral failUl'"'e and social delinquency. 

A .. ' Per.:~onal?tLand l~el~soE.alita~ I 

In seeking to reach a vforking def:t.ni tion of it person~ 

alityl' some aspects of our own idea of individuality should 

emerge for contrast wIth the medieval view e I have cbosen 

example s from modern psychology, since tl?e m'3. terials pre sen ted 

by literary theory and practice are too diffuse for the 

scope of my present discussione The first problem we are 

confronted with is the predictable one of the great range of 

connotations to which 'the word itself is susceptible. Gordon 

Allport has enumerated fifty poss ible kinds of usage in bis 

attempt to control tbe implications for his own studYo 3 .. 
;ts 

Allpor~ considered a leading figure, and even a fotmdihg 

fa ther; in the f:i.eld of psychological studies of per80nali ty. 

He traces the concept of personality back to Cicero, whose 

definition of p~?onr:.lij:;as is of interest to us. According 

to Allport this can be represented by four distinct meanings: 

a) as one appears to others (but not as one really is); 

b) the part someone (eg. a philosopher) plays in life; 

c) an assemblage of personal quali t:tes that fit a man 

for his work; 

or d) distinction and dignity. {as in style of writing).4 

-------------- ----- ------~---------

3Gordon AllpoI't, ~~son~~sy~hol0:1'2.~ 
~erpretati~ (NeVI York, 1937l, Chapter II. 

4ill9;0, p. 26. 
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The first point (a) is the type of definition underlying 
.l 

the modern idea of personality, while the last three varants 
A 

are perhaps of less importance to us and peripheral to our. ..f 

feeling of identity. The first is based ultimately on the 

idea of ~~on~, meaning mask, and the feeling of discre pancy 

bet-ween interior and exterior life underlies the It stream of 

consciousness" a.."1d the autobiographical 'tendency of the 

modern novel. For Freud and the discipline of psychoanalysis 

the exterior offers clues for the penetration of a complex 

inner structure, the .2sr<::E~., which is discovered by the 

interpre ta tion of external behaviour" The las t three defin~ 

itio11s are of far greater significance for the medieval view 

as Baldwin's comment suggests: 

The furniture of house and person, tbe profession 
which was a concretion of the mysterious vocation 
of eacb person, the conformatives of place and 
pos i tion-··a11 the se became.synechdocbes,,,of the 
Person and his character Q "'I1Hea:lscrslirrliests that] L • '--'~, 
The boast of a proletarian bourgeol:s society is 
that one becomes, so to speak what one eats; this 
is a shift from the earlier Utraditiona1n sogiety 
where one became, so to speak, what one did. 

The problems of reaching a more inclusive definition 

of personality are seen by Liebert and Spiegler as that of 

understru1ding the whole theory of a particular psycho10gist~ 

Here I can do no more than draw on some of the definitions 

they present in their recent (1970) survey of personality 

-------------------
5Ralph Baldwin, Unity of the Canterbury Tales 

(Copenhagen, 1955) pp~ 40,- 42v -- ~-~~--



studies" I exclude behavioral statements since they are 

governed by experimental requirements: 

Allport: ttpersonality is the dynamic organ
isation within the individual of' those 
psycho-physical systems tba t determine his 
characteristic behaviour and thouc;hto It 

Eysenck: '~Personality is the more or less 
stable and enduring organisation of a 
person's character, temperament, intellect 
and physique, Hhich determines hi-s unique 
adjustment to his environrnent"tt 

Cattell: t~p ersona1i ty is that whi.ch permits 
a prediction of what a person will do in a 
given situation. " "Personality .. e ~is 
concerned with all the behaviour of the 
individual, both -'overt and under the skin" It 

Hilgard: fl'l'he sum total of individual 
characteristics and ways of behaving which 
in their organisation or patteJ:'ning describe 
the individua~'s unique adjustment "to his 
environment. n 
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In this representative sample we have the concern with both 

external manifestations and internal factors whose infini te 

permutations guarantee the uniqueness of each person. 7 

The tendency is to try to isolate this quality, the disting~ 

uishing marks of the individual, from the tlcommon denominatorstl 

signified by the social and vocational dictates which place 

the individual in a predetermined role. As Baldwin points 

out, the professional and social milieu of medieval man were 

seen as an integral part of his identity~ Our stress on 

~obert M. Liebert and rUchael D. Spiegler, Personal~: 
An Introduction to Theory B:nd R_esearce. (Georgetown, Onr;;:-1970),,
pp:- 3-5" 

7Ibid.~ p. 5. All personality-orientated psychological 
studies agree 1n- stressing the uniqueness of the individual. 
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uniqueness is the product of a sense of self-determination; 

our freedom to find and shap.e the various roles of different 

social groups in which we participate, to our own potential 
. 

and needs as personally perceivedo VIe consider rational:i.ty 

to be largely subjective, and subscribe to a more or less 

solipsistic view. 8 The functioning of moral absolutes 

implicit in the comrnunity of religious faith is perhaps 

forestalled by our oonoeption of ourselves. It is significant 

that Liebert and Spiegler see personality as independent of 

ethioal evaluation. 9 

In order to have a working definition, of neoessity 

generalised, I Shall henceforth take H personali tyH to imply 

three distinct features. Firstly vIe will understand that 

it implies a hypothetical construotion whereby the individual 

is seen largely in isolation from moral and sooia1 judgment, 

and indi viduali ty regarded as inhering in personal a tti tudes, 

feelings, desires and fearse Secondly, and leading on from 

th:ts, tbe individual is now seen as autonomous and self-

determining, free in so far as he may understand his attitudes, 

feelings, desires and fears" Thirdly , personality confers 

--.-.-.--,=------~-.-.~----

8This can be seen in contemporary prinoiples behind 
the[re"h~"itation of criminals. Appeals to moral absolutes 
have been abandonned for approaohes based on re~education 
by the appeal to utilitarian values, and by using psychiatry 
to mediate between individual needs and the requirements of 
societYe 
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on this individual a uniqueness by which his circumstances 

of environment and role fulfilment define but a part of the 

whole complex of his identity, and are but aspects of a 

volatile and changing whole, comprehending conscious, 

subconscious and unconscious experience and potential. 

Before passing on to the contrasting medieval 

conception we should be clear that the distant roots of our 

own conception were distinctively different.. Allport, in 

discussing the historical evolution of the idea of personality 

implies that our own view has" much in common with that of 

medieval man.. The tl~adi tion initiated by the Boethian 

definition was developed by Aquinas and Duns Scotus most 

notablYG Before detailed analysis of implications we must 

See whe ther the. It personali tylt the medieval philosophel"s were 

concerned with was in fact qualitatively comparable to ow:- own.. 

John M01tall goes as far as to imply that the whole idea of 

manls personality originated in medieval times. Indeed, he 

claims that "in the realm of art, as in other spheres, the 

recogni"bion of personality forms the hall~maJ.""k of the 

medieval genius. nlO Allport is mOl"e specific in his claim. 

Aquinas, he says, drew on the Boethian definition:: J)er_~ 

._--=-----------_._----
lOJohn :NloL:lk'all, The Medieval Impact (IJondon, 196?) 

pe 60. . -~- ._- ._-



find the pepson 

exalted above every other- reality observed 1n 
nature; nothing, he tl10ught, was superior' in 
dignity to the beings who possess rational 
individuality. The cultivation of pepsonality 
was not specifically emphasised in medieval 
times, but an as much as man should live a 
life that is pational, the growth of personality 
was clearly in im[Jlied good. In th:l.s manner 
the emphasis was gradually taken from Aristotle's 
belief that the individual existed for tbe good 
of the species, and came to be placed on respecr 
for the integrity and value of the individual. l 

He does however millce the distinction between these origins 

and tbe personalistic doctrines dating from Kant, where 

personality is of supreme value, where persons are meta-

26 

physically distinguished from things, and where subjective 

experience :l.s the final court of appeal,,12 But his present-

ation of Aquinas I doctrine is misleading in that it excludes 

all spiritual consj.derations; bence it contrasts sharply 

with the suggestion given by Baldwin that, following Boethius, 

Aqu:i.nas, and Gregory of Nyssa 

the ineradicable dignity, personality, and 
proprIety of Chaucer's' fellow men (overlays 
the] indivisible, J;neradicable image of 
Christ incognito. l6 

-------------------.---
llAllport, Pe~onal.i~, p. 30. However a different 

imppession from that given by the latter half of this passage 
is implied by Christian orthodoxy. According to Paul Henry, 
S. J., (Saipt_~ugustin~E....E~, Nevv Yople, 196q) 
UAugustine teaches us the fundaraental truth that we are really 
persons only in as much as we recognise the full status of 
other persons as related to us; that personality is not 
egocentric but altruistic." (p. 23)0 . 

l 2Allport, Per.s2pal)-SZ:, p. 33. 

l3Baldw:i.n, !!E:.itY., p. 390 
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Personali ty bere seems to be indi.ssolubly linked wi tb 

Christian belief" 

gives an account which explains these undertones of spiritual 

significance, as integral to the philosopbers' concept of 

personali ty. If we .1'0110'1111 his account of its evolution in 

medieval timesl4 we become aware of contrasts with our own 

view so great that ours, as I have defined it above can be 

seen as qualitatively different. The medieval man did, 

according to Gilson, feel himself to be endowed with distinct 

individuality: furthermore, he was responsible for his ovm 

destiny; but the theological ~n~~~;~tts of tbese feelings 

make them very different from our own~ The change instituted 

by Aquinas transfol~med the idea of "individualism (originating 

with Aristotle) from that of being merely the phenomena of 

w~terial differentation, to one by which individuality 

originated in the soul. 15 Since the essence of personality 

lay in liberty, and the basis of this Vias rationality 

the principle of personality and the principle 
of individuality come back to the same thing. 
The actuality of one reasonable soul in 
communicating itself to the body, determines 

14Etienne Gilson, !~.2J2)l'it of.1~~dieval Phil..?s40phy 
(tr. A. H. C. Downes, Ne"w York, 1936J7P. 1820 Aquinas I 
position is that tfThe soul is neither a substance, nor yet 
a form which could not possibly be a substance, but a form 
which possesses and confers substantiality~ 

15 Ibid • p. 202. --' 



the existence of an individual who is a 
person, so that the individ~al soul possesses 
personality by definition. 16 

This introduces the ideas of liberty and rationality, but 

to understand this concept of personal:tty we must search 
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further, its theological corollaries. Boethius' definition 

quoted above occurs in a treatise on the two natures of 
'. 

Chris t~ Tbe n per sonalistU elemen ts of medieval philosophy 

are largely devoted to the Trini ty. The n personality" of 

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost is shared by man in so far as 

his rationality is employed in realising bis likeness to 

God 

we are persons because we are the work of a 
person; we participate in his personality 
even as ,be ing good, we participate in his 
perfection. 

Thus the concept of personality is inseparable from that of 

the upvvard striving of the Ohpistian in quest of perfection, 

and the far view of Heavenly reward 

The whole interior life of the Christian nmv 
consists in gradually building up, constantly 
rectifing, un\1jcaridly perfec ting a personality 
which will only attain its true stature in 
the future life o

17 

-----------
16Ibid., p. 204. Gilson says, rhetorically Ilbow 

could personali ty be anything but the mark of a be ing at the 
very sUl~nit of its perfection?u 

17Ibide, p. 203. Gilson interprets Au~ustines nec 
~~~i~o to:,-~m.~ to mean that Hif-'as a divii18 
image he eludes h~s own grasp, it is because the last word 
of self-lmm71edge was the first word on God. u (pc 221, 
and AugustineT_s .. Q)2P.fessions, Chapter V). 
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Tbe object of all self-lmowledge is to function as a means to 

tbis fulfilment, as a reading of tbe ~~~.1al~ confirms. 

St e Augustine f s conception of tbe buman psyche as !l!,~~ 

Euj~, .. :!;,!!.:!?~l}iz;~ntia sui, and Y21Ent:.~2_ui reproduces tbE: idea 

of Tr ini t-y., wbicb 

bound Man to God, viewed as proceeding from 
Him and constituted in bis personality by a 
sort of fundamental preawareness of" God as 
tbe source of bis being, tbat is to say, 
memory, intellect, illumination and love of 
self~··identical with tbe ecstatic love of 
God"lS 

Is we now turn back to the suggested definition of 

a contemporary view of personality we can make some initial 

comparisons. Firstly, I suggested that we ourselves see 

It personali tytt largely in isolat ion from soc ial and moral 

evaluat j.on 0 Medieval upersonalityU was attained by ~~tJ9. 

~, by social and spiritual strivings for perfection. 

Secondly moral autonomy and self determination nOlv seems to 

depend on knowing personal desires and fears. Fulfilment 

was then a matter of knowledge in tbe sense of conforming 

oneself to predetermined spiritual and social objectives 

negating the II selfu, casting out tbe sins an~tt~ll.lptatiQns 
~ --." _. -.--.'-' -.. ----.. y"",.~,.,-~ ~.--, .~.""-,-".--" .. ',-,--

lSpaul Henry, St6 Augustine, p. 19.. Cf. too, Peter 
Lombard, Sentences, (Book i, ·-j)istinction III, trans~ by 
Richard I'Ii"cKE30Yl, '-Selec tions froLl the Medieval PhilosoDbers, 
Vol. I, London, 1925lon tbexIVth Book of De ~e-;-nIn 
the mind i tselt' even before it is a pa1"taker o.fC~od, bis 
image is found ••• indeed the mind is tbe image of God in 
tbat by which it is capable of him and by it can be partaker 
of hime; .. ,," (p~ 194). 
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obscuring yoUX' journey to God and your vision of Him. 

Thirdly, our sense of uniqueness seems to have been for 

medieval phllosophers; a spiritual distinction conferred by 

God, and to be of no great practical significance beyond 

demandinG tha t each should strive to'wal'ds God as he was 

ablee The excuses we might find in heredity and environment 

for any inadequacies we feel, Vlere then "denied to the sinner.19 

B. The Inner Man 

Our own internal life may be located in the brain, 

the mind, the pSYChe, or the Freudian typography of conscious" 

subconscious and unconscious o Tbe idea of soul is probably 

progressively more confined to a distinctively Christian viev.;" 

As we shall see, the idea of the soul of man is firmly rooted 

in religious belief, and it is not as surprising, as peI'haps 

it should be, that this implies its spiritual origin and 

functions. Thus in proceeding to isolate man from society 

for detailed consideration we immediately find that the 

interior man of medieval times i9 inseparable from the idea 

of order, harmony and hj.erarchy within the whole of creation. 

Man is central to a complex configuration of perceptions by 

whj.ch he is part of a continuum)a vertical 11chain'~, EUlc1 also 

integral to a larger pattern, as has been suggested by the 

relationsbip of the Trinity to the structure of the soul.itselfo 

19r sball discuss this furtbel'l in tl1e l.ast sec tion of 
this chapter 0 
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Aquinas' treatment of the subject is a discussion of 

the powers and functions of the soul and their relative levels 

in the hierarchy of the microcosm. He discusses the theories 

of many authorities and arbitrates between them by methodical 
. 

inquiry and tbe use of physical analogies. The parts of 

the soul, the pOivers, ways of living, however subdivided, 

conform in spirit to a scheme placing rational at the highest 

level, vegetative at the lowestc Schematisation (~"eotl<l1b-:Y:ll.:ee.s. 

the outward going functions and the internal phenomena of 

sense experience, and cogitation 'within a hier~chical systemo 20 

" 
T • d d' n] . he external and internal senses are ~nter epen ent/ ... ·-; rat~on-

ali ty and the will are placed in a pre·~erninent position wi thin 

the larger framevlOrk of creation 

Other animals are so far below man that they 
cannot come to know the truth which reason is 
seeking. Man, on the other hand, does come 
to know the intelligible reality the angels 
know, but in a less perfect manner. And so 
the angelic power is not in a different 
general category from the rational power of 
knowled8e, but compares with it as the 
finished to the unfinished. 22 

God-given rationality should be in control of the 

20Stc Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae (trans~ and 
ed. by Timothy Suttor, New York, -f§68):Vol:-Yf, la, '78-82. 

211Pl~., la 78, pp. 140-144. 

22Ib~d., la 79, pp. 176-177. 



senseso 23 Anselm describes the Qltimate responsibility of 

judgment. 

When sight and other faculties of sense seem to 
report to us many thinGs as being other than 
they really are, the fau~:.L .. i..f;l ... n~t ... Y¥ .. i:ttL"the senses, 
which report in accordan:'ce with their nartly,·aY······· 
powers, l)ut .must bea t.tx'ibuted to the .. ~.onls 
faculty' of judgment, whi.Gh dQSlS"!l()tcliLarly see 
\"ibat the Senses can and should do. 24 

32 

Thus the ultimate court of appeal is not subjective psychol-

ogical experience but Godfs gift of rationality, and the 

support of moral absolutes. Freedom of cl)oice demands 

reason and will "tbe .E.~a~ 1)y which to recognise it (up-

rightness) and the will by which to bold it fasttt .25 
.... " .. _,,'- ~. 

The t.:'ay r:..?~~~':"~te.cf1.~m describes tbe five wits cp 
again in terms of spiritual function; Will, Reason, which 

'<.. •••..•. /-

should rule, .Mind (or memory) to be T1g~ttl:-;~nd h~nestn, 
.. , 11 

Imagina tion, II to be speedy in loving Godtt
, and Tbcbght 

~"\.'\. 

U grou..nded in J'oy of Heaven", for IV oure soule was maad t~) 

23Augustine and Duns Scotus asserted that the will 
was prerequisite to understanding, while St. Thomas said 
tha t nothing is wille d unless Imown (Gordon Leff, Medieval 
!h.<?~€tb..:t .. Jr.2m ~po AUfL~tine to Wi~liam of OcJi:..ar~, Lolli(on~-1-g58, 
pp. '234~5) • Cf. also Armand A. Maurer, Tde2-ie~hi'h£~op~trl 
(New York, 1962L pp. 8-18 and 239-40e 

24Anselm of Canterbury, De Veritate Chapter VI (trans. 
and edo by Jasper Hopkins and Herbe'rt Richardson, !£.l;l!~ 
Fr_ee~~c:l Evil :00 Thr~~ilo_soe.h=Lc~gue~ .. --'9.L_~~e!-n~ 
of C~1..~_~Tb.UI'I rNew York, 1967) po 101. 

25 Anselm~ De Libertate Arbitrii Cbapter IV (Hopkins 
and Ricbardson, ~~~and_€'-.£L po 129). 
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lyknesse of phe trinte, Goddes hy] name was prentyd Jberyn. ,,26 

VIe have seen the "'lay in which the intercha:.r1ge of 

exterior and ,interior communication was seen; Aquinas descr'ibes 

the wider' relationship be tr?een man and the exterior world 

thus; 

human life enj oys a wide range of povlers ~ 0 • 

because it exists at the boundary between the 
s pir it. ual and the pbys ic al cre .'01. ti on, so that 
the poweI's of both come together in it~27 

Gower's rendering is that 

For man of Soule resonable 
Is to an Angel resemblable 
And lich to beste he hath fielinge 
And like to Trees he hath growinge. 
The man, as te11eth the clergie 
Is as a world in his partie 
And wban this li tel world mistm'l1etb 
The grete world al overtorneth. 28 

• • 

Conversely, man's nature was reflected in the macrocosm, a 

reversal of the schematisation of one soul. John of Salisbury's 

description of the co~nonweal as reflecting the structure bf 

the soul is one example, 29 and an analogy v11 th the body of 

Christ was applied repeatedly to the organisation of the churcho 30 

. 26B:i,shop Thoresty, The ~ax !oJ-J~~~~Ca~~cpill.!Q (London 
ERrS, Or iginal Series 118, 1901), ppo 19, 11. 349 ~·58 and 8, 
11. 86 -7 • 

27 Aquinas, ~u~-na Tpeft01.~.gJ.aE!., XI, la 78, pp. 120-21 0 

28John Gower, Oonfes:!:.o. !.0apt.i.§" Prolor;us, 949-958. 

29Jo1m of Salisbury, ..?0t;t:cratic_~, -Book IV (trans. 
John Dickinson, The statesman I s Book· of J'obn of Salisbury, 
New York, 1927, p:·-3T.-~----~-~---~-"-~-~~-· 

3001'. Ernst He KantorowiC2;, The Elng I s Two ... BC?2J.~ 
(Princeton, 1957), pp. 199 -200 0 
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meJIi.wal 
The; sche:matisa tion and in terrelationsl1ip of ontol-

ogical concepts manifests a confidence in man's powers of 

rationality, and in the complex~ty and minuteness which could 

be compl"ehended harmoniously v'll thin the divine scheme 0 It 

is important to note that the internal life of man was ·no 

exception to tbis sense of coherent form~ I}'be unknowable 

and incomprehensible part of man ViaS that of the higher 

reaches vvhere rationality confronts the Divine Mystery. Duns 

Scotus maintained that the philosopher's knowledge of the 

soul is limited since philoso;.Jhy cannot prove that the soul 

bas been separately created by God or that it is an immaterial 

or immortal substance, which can be lrnown only by faith. 31 

Faith "Vias also the unquestioned bed~rock of ethicso But 

external experience and participation were regarded as 

integral to a system w11icb extended from inanimate natuI'e to 

God. This is in sharp contrast to our own highly volatile 

conception of ourselves and of the sense of order and reason 

in the external world. Tbe sense of coherence in internal 

life again contrasts with our own idea. The objectivity with 

which tbis vIas regarded in medieval times is reinforced by 

the habit of allegorising, which O. S. Lewis suggests is 

ntbe subjectivisr.1 of an objective age'1 0
32 Barfield sees a 

----------------- ------ -_._- --~-
31r:laurer, ~=~?:,e_v8.lJ?bilosop£X, p. 23'7. 

320. So T..Jewis, Al·le.l:~~ of Love (Oxford~ 1936L P. 60" 
--_-__ --- ~-. - - T -



tendency to combine 

two ways of approaching phenomena; ways which 
we are accustomed to regar'd as quite distinct 
from one another. These are the litera on the 
one hand, and the symbolical or me taphys lcal 
on the othero 33 

35 

Vlbile the knowledge of spiritual things was conveyed by what 

we would call abstractions, the carnal in man was presented in 

vivid detail in its physical manifestations e This constrasts 

with its antithesis of simplicity and ol"der in the realm of the 

spiritual which reached down to potentially regenerate man. 34 

Before discussing the spiritual aspect of individuality 

I should like to mention compal"'isons which have been made 

between the medieval and modern views of interior life (as 

l'epresented in the Freudian typology) e Be F. Skinner says 

that 

Freud conceived of the ego, superego and id as 
distinguisbable agents within th~ organism. 
The id was re spans ible for hUlnan behavioul' • • • 
reinforced with primary biological reinforcers. 
It was not unlike the selfish aggressive "Old 
Adam" of Judeo-Christian theology, preoccupied 
with basic deprivations and untoucbed by similar 
requirements on the part of others" The superego 
~-tbe It consc:i.enceu of Judeo-Christian theology-~ 
was responsible for the behaviour which controlled 
the ide The superego and the id were inevitably 
opposed to each other, and Freud often conceived 

330wen· Barfield, ~y'i~.Ap12efl:!~ (New York, 
1965), p. 730 

34Cf ., Robert de Brunne, ~ Sl~, Owst's 
comment on Chaucer,and of course my last three chapters, 
on The Canterbux'Y Tales: G" Ro Owst (Literature and the 
PulP:lt- fn ~frE;dlevalli;ngland, p. 230) maIi1.t'i1ins"thatthe-
reafISillfOund in~~(rhai"iCer ~8.nd Langland was shared by tbe 
preachers of Medieval Londono 



of them as in violent conflict. He appealed 
to a third agent--which, besides achieving a 
compromise. G .dealt with the EEactical 
exigencies of the environment.. . 

Donald Howard suggests a similar comparison: he sees the 

intervention of' the ego in terms of the Christiarl will o 36 

rEhe Preudian typology suggests, apapt from this apparent 

correspondeDC?e, four aspects·.significantl"y different from 

36 

the medieval soul. Firstly, in pla.ce of a natural hierarchy 

we have in weud t s view, a potent ial for anarchy., Secondly, 
sa~ 

any mental act of inhibition or intervention can beJlin Freud's 

th as l' -lll' 1 th 3'7 t' t . .r.o tl . eorY!l j\a source 0·.... nea -. ~. De ac lon 01 - 1e sup-erego 

is undesirable, but the interference of the conscience was 

to medieval man utterly healthy and desirable. Thirdly, the 

Freudian view comprises the conscious, subconscious and 

unconscious. As "lne have seen, only the higher reaches of 

s pir i tual experience 'were seen as inac6ess ible in the me dieval 

view. All else was open to the influence of I'ationality, and, 

with God's grace, the will. The Parson's Tale is based on this 

very assLUnption. Finally, as Howard points out 
'fi 

self knowledge is salutary, botb in Christianity 
and pSYChoanalysis, but for widely different 
reasons--in the one because it encourages repent
ence and a renewed vigilance against suggestions, 

.... - ... ~~-------

35 B• F. Skinner, .e_C?;ien9~e apd_ Human Behavip,r (Ne'w York, 
1953),p.284. Also, Sigmund li'reud, P::!l_Ou,~lin~~h..£l~lXs~ 
(trans. James StI'8.chey, London, 1949), pp. 16"';24" 

36Donald K. Howard, Tb~ .... :n~ree Temptali~di~ 
M~~~E-E~l2~--E3e y:orld (Princeton, 1966)1 pp" 258-9. 



in preparation for the after-life; in the 
other because it mitigates rer,>ressed feelings 
of guilt, enabl ing one to be more able to 
avoid pain and know pleasure in this life .38 

3? 

Thus medieval man was in possession of a self concept-

ualised as an ordered soul; component of a structured scheme 

of creation..,8,ati6.1HLho/ affirmed the relation to God and 

the value of the spiritual. The beast in man was acknowledged 

by the submission to the appetites. Our identity is the 

unstable product of the on-going process of choice; the 

sense of form and fitness bas gone, so we must remind ourselves 

of the large portion of the medieval identity unquestion ingly 

assigned to predetermined roles, patterns of conduct, and 

values .. 

Ce MBE-~~ 

We have already seen something of the ideals of life, 

and the spiritual in man, in the fundamental conception of 

imi ta tio Chri sti, identifying the potent ial of the upper 
-~ 

part of the soul with the, l~persona.lityl? of the Trinity.39 

Man VIas also seen as 'the inheri tor of :tnna te natural goodness 

--------------~---.-------"-.----.---------~--------.------------------------

38Howard, .TIE::~~.~Tell2P_t.ations, p" 258. 

39Cfo Gareth W. Dunleavy, UNatural Law as Chaucer's 
Ethical Absolute lt )frans. of VIisconsin. Academy of Sciences 
~n.~ __ ~~~~~rs, LII (1963) ,177-187.·· . 
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by yvbi.cb wrong doing was imagined to be against his natureo 40 

In D_~ ~nctu Natura~, Nature represents order and reason; 

She is the vicar of God. Man resembles the pattern and 

harmony of the seasons; when vvell-regulated" When this 

harmony is threatened by his Deadly Sins, part:tcrtlarly 

idleness and sexual licentiousness (which we might consider 

tt:natural ll ), She demands restraint, temperance and generosityo 41 

Not only was rationality and vrill demanded of Man, 

but obedience, esscll,tial to cultural continuity and .the 

maintenance of a stable hierarchyo DisobedieIl?e ... lmplied 

failure of rationality. and will and abandonment to the appet-

i te~) as we shall see in the case of the Wife of Bath. Convers

ely, freedom yms vitiated by such subjugation to the senses. 

The hereditary determinants of the structure of 

SOCiety depended not only on obedience, but on clearly defined 

duties and roles to which the individual must conform. 

occupational and domestic obligations were thus partly the 

inheritance of one's social station, and partly reinforced by 

the Church f s concern fc.p the maintenance of the s~_a t:.~~~qu.2. 

40According to Gilson "Theologians from the fourteenth 
century onwards will hencefortD situate t11 e divine image in 
what is highest in Man, that is to say, either in his intelli
gence or in his freedomlt •. Duns Scotus and Aquinas both 
asserted that the image was not ·~.::c'Perfect unless man was 
turned towards God. (p.u,z.), 

4lAlain de Lille, De Planctu Naturae (trans. Douglas 
M. Moi'fat, New York, 1908)-pro=seV--r.~fX (ppo 49-90). 

I 



which lead to the full development of the practical impli-

cations to be inferred from scriptural doctrine" It was 

this tendency which lent itself to the abuses of the Friars 

in their disturbing disrespect for authority in exegetical 

39 

practices. Obligations and objectives were thus transmitted; 

they were reinforced by the practice of public "shaming" 

still found in primitive tribes today, and, in subdued form 

in the influence of gossip.42 But on the positive side, the 

duties of the chief stratum of society were also outlined 

in the great variety of Estates Literature. 43 

On a more exalted plane the plan for the edificat ion 

of the general cOimnunity, 44 systematised the virtues (just 

as the sins had been more notoriously arranged) according 

to either the Ciceronian or the Macrobian schema,,45 The 

arrangement presented by Macrobius treats the four cardinal 

virtues each in four modifying states, Thus Prudence, 

Tempera.nce, Courage and Justice are seen in different aspects 

as adjrll1cts of the active life of the IIpolitical animal", the 

42Cf " Do We Robertson Jr., Chaucer's London (Toronto, 
1968), for many examples, such as haniIng~a-\~tstone round 
the neck of a liar and of' course, the stocks and the pilloryo 

43Cf e Ruth Mohl, The Three Estates in Medieval 
Literature (New York, 196'iTandJrunes-I .. ~([msatt, -Alr~.£E]L and 
~~~(New York, 1970) Chapter VII.. - .-

44Eg • !e2.J;' .. ~.L!.2l.k'~ s C a'y~~~' 
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passive life of the contemplative, the serene~ life of the 

ascetic, and finally, !in their true form emanat:i-118 from God. 46 

Hagiography ViaS another hiGhly popular form tbat gave 

spiritual inspirat:ton to fourteenth century Christians. 

Here VJe are offered the dign:tty of man in his po"wers 

of spiritual ascendancy. In ~~~bur][.1.~le~ this state 

is siGnified by the deeds of the Knigbt, Clerk, Parson and 

Plmvm311, and st. Cecilia of The Second Nun I s Tale is its, 
~Id'-~.~~»<",Pd>;.~ __ _ 

most pSl"'fect representative. She bas transcended physical 

needs to the extent that she can survive extreme torment. 

The absence of phys:tc al de tail in the portraits of the good 

pil8rims is significa.."1t in this respect. But rewal"'ds in tbis 

life were also envisaged o 30etbius says 

The serene man 'who has orderedhis,.lif,e._st.ands 
-a:J1oJif§-menacIngte,te' and faces goodanel ,bad' 

"," fortune unflinchingly. He 1;vhohopes for nothing 
" and fears nothing can disarm tbe fury of these 

j.mpotent men. But be who is burdened witb fears 
and desires is not master of himself. He throv?s 
away his shield and retreats; he fastens the 
chain by which he will be "dravvn". 47 

The strength of the community of unsceptical belief 

is demonstrated time and again in Chauce:;:,'s meaningful use of 

46rvlacrolils, 2.2l!,l;.:~~t_~.dy. Oll..J;~RE~_ar~ .. _c§ ~9._~p~o (trans. 
by HaJ:ris Stabl, New York, 19520 pp" 120-24. This is of 
particular interest for the understanding it gives us of the 
portrayal of Consta.l1ce. In tlle active life, IIcourage endov1S 
one with magnarrli ty, composUJ:e, nobleness, constancy, endur&"1ce 
and steadfastness. 1t (p. 122). 

47Boetbins, A Consolation of ?hilosopby (trans e by 
R i 0}1::11'U" n~on..,.") TI""\r1-t n~:"~'~7;.~N~Y-::;k~"-l·-o66~}r--~-~p a. 
~ _.......... \...'fJ. V"-IJ..J., ..L J.U.J_CLJ • .L(::ltJV .. l..L~ O-:i l'lv\N UJ., v~.J) 0 V 
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scriptural allusion, with spiritual pertinence even in sucb 

moral absolutes lNe n,o¥! are left with a profound sense of 

relativism. Consequently Vie must be prepared for cbaracter-

isation based on fundamentally alien assumptions. Ctlristopher 

Gillie suggests that 

For us, 'who feel destiny, environment, and the 
operations of buman nature itself, to be uncer
tain factors, fictions become explorations, and 
tbe characters have to be defined, or to achieve 
definition. For medieval rnan~ Ch8.T'acter Ylas pre
defined by the nature of the \Norld and its creator; 
fictions were demonstrat1ons of ro18s. 48 

The option was open to man to become less in bending 

to the demands of appetite, or more, in obedience to will 

and reason. In tb1s final section we will briefly consider 

how sin and error were conceived in their influence on man, 

and how the sinner himself vvas regarded e 

In relating evil and misconduct to the appeti tes J sin 

is seen as having physical manifestations. In itself it is 

seen by 30ethius as a kind of disease, and 
twt 

if sickness of body is ,..something that we hate, 
but rather regard with sympathy, vie have much 
more rea.son to pity those whose minds are 
afflicted by wic}mdness, a thing worse than any 
sickness. 49 

,----
48Cb1" istopher Gj,llie, Character' in Enr:l isb Li teratUl'e 

(London, 1965) J p. 410 - - -.-.---~~~-.~,~~~.----

49,-, t" A C' 1 t' 88 'IT 1 Doe ~1J,US, ~?.E..~_~_J.:.££, p. • Hence per laps, 
Chaucer's compassion, sometimes mistaken for moral indifference" 
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Augustine50 and Pseudo-Dionysius both smv evil as a deficiency 

of good. Pseudo~Diony8ius says 

the efficient causes of evil results, however, 
are not any laws and fac1:irt:LeS-;~15jI'G an impotency 
and weakness and an inharmonious mingling of 
dis66i:;aarit"el.ements:"--"Evii tbin~rs are not im~ 
rnuta.ble and unchanging, but ind~terminate and 
indefinite; the spo:."'t of alien influences which 
have no definite aim~ 51 

jangling, chiding, quarrelling and C'(uitting, drinking and 

bag-p:i.ping will be seen to sic:;nify just such disharmony. 

In the continuity to be seen between interior 

condition and exterior El8.nifestations alrE;ady suggested, one 

expects to find a relationship bet"veen physical traits and 

distinguishing marks) and inner state. lNalter Clyde CUI'ry 

has demonstrated just this consistency in the Canterbury 

Pl.' 1 r:rl.* '-lS 52 
J.. b Ii 0 But apart from such tangible signs of degeneracy, 

and the interdependence of physiological and spir:1 tua1 states, 

there are the iconographic significations of deafness, b1ind-

" nes s, drunken,.ess. The drunken pilgrims are morally ben ighted; 

as ~cite, in a similar state of errOl" points out in a 

Boethj_an allusion 

-~--"--.-~--.--. ----------- - .. 
50St • Augustine, Confessions (trans. by Rc S. Pine

Coffin, London, 1961), p. 13.9 .. --

51Pseudo-Dionysius, De Divinis N01~linibus (tx'ans. by 
Herman Shapiro in ~~a...l .. PJj}\o.~'£EE1:, New York; 1964) J p. 67 e 

52Walter Clyde Curry. Chaucer :mil i-.hA i',ITAc1iA1THl 
~~}en~~ (New York, v 1926) 8 v ~ --:- --.-.-~-::-.;:-.;;;::..;;;;--~...:;.:..::..:-.:...:.....-=-:-:::::::. 



We 'lJlJiten nat 'what thing vve preyen heere: 
'We faren as he that dronke is as a mouso 
A dronke man woot well he batb an bous, 
But be noot w"hicb the rigbte Vley is tbider, 
And to a dronl{e man the wey is slider. (I. 1260-64) 

Boethius speaks of baving vvilful1y wandered from the true 

country, of a confu sd.on resulting from Ithaving forgotten 

what you arett
•
53 We shall take a closer look at deafness· 

and blindness in Chapter V. 

43 

The manifestations of sin "livere elaborately schemat-

ised for the practical purposes of penance; the section on 

tbe Seven Sins in the ~~~a1e is quite t:(pica1v 54 The 

abstract concepts of the sins \yere thus .seen as recogniseable 

responses to life \'lbereby the tendencies of venial sins were 

displayed, and the machinations of vice VJere exposed for 

salutary contempt and ridicule. Sins were seen as the 

activated strategies of the pursuit of particular appetites 
Vi eYe sIta lorn 

whose social destruction and ul tirria te rewards I in appeals to 

shame, fear and for the res tara t ion of the rule of l'a tionaJ. i ty" 

Helen Storm Cor sa, we may recall, saw the pilgrims 

in a state of individual confl:tct, suffer:i.ng fromtlwarring 

souls ll
• I have yet to find evidence for tbis; but Anselm 

53Boetllius, p.2.nsol..?-_~i0E:' p. 19~ 

540n the relation of the Parsonfs Tale to this trad
i tion see H. G. Pfander, II Some :Me'd~iev'ar Manuals of ReI igious 
Il:s~ruction\t) JEGP , xxxv (1936) I pp~ 243-58. Cf e al~o John 
Ll.v:mgston Lowe s, "Chaucer and the Seven Deadly Slns", P1':ILA 
XXX (1915), ppo 23?-371. _t 
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makes it clear that sin ~s connnitted by the consenting will; 

conflict does not take place until the will is aided by God 

in casting out sin and restoring uprightnessQ5 The conflict 

in The P~ch2!E-achi~ of Prudentius takes place only when the 

virtues start to rou.G the vices. The1?arsonr.E_}~al£ is designed 

to provoke just such a confrontation. 

The operation of temptation was normally seen in 

terms of the Aristotelian tradition whereby the three stages 

of cognition, via tbe senses, the imagination, and rational 

thought,capitul1,t"hed in turn. Not only did this resul t in 

suspens ion of the influence of the vIill, but also in the 

perversion of rationality "whereby the power of discriminating 

bet'Neen true and false, if disturbed by strong feeling, may 

result in illusions. tt56 Qor.aetimes the process is seen physi-

ologica.lly, as in ~~;Le and Troilu.s ~d_ q0!2seid~ 

whereby the victims of the eye:. fall "into excessive meditation 

which finally results in the suspension of reason and single;'" 

minded pursuit of the sense~object. 

Despite the static quality of the portraits of the 

fraudulent and chUll~lish pilgrims, they are in a s ta te of 

quiescent and deluded bondage, not victims of constitutional 

or congenital .handicaps. The "Wife of Bath's horoscope i as 

55Helen Storm CDr~a, Chaucer: Poet of Mirth and 
I:io~_li~ (Notre Dame, Ind., 1964) "p.' 8f:---~-----'-~"-'-



we shall see, is an outstanding example of attempted self

~ndJ.Gation still imposing upon many. '::'11e SO~!L~ng1.isb. 

45 

~0'~.ndh make it plain that no sucb extenuation is possible. 57 

" vnder ~are (the planets) miJte iwis 
Scholl~1? habbe ~are diuerse lif euere as Jare ..r. ./ uer"GUe J.S 

Somme lechors 
manere 

& somme glotons and SOffi.'11e 0ler 

And napeles a nan of god inw:tt of al pulke 
mai him skere 

For planetes ne dey no o1.J,er bote )iue;1 in 
manes wille ) 

To be(o) IUjJer oper god as hure vertu wale 
to tille 

And ji~ him also qualite to do so and so 
And nOjt for }Jan after is inwi tech wis 

man may do 
For such qualite nE}1 noman to be(o) lechour 

a er ssrewe 
~ , ~8 j"at he nemay him 1Nitie Jere a)en ••• 0 

If vIe turn once again to the working definition of 

personality suggested earlier in this chapter \ve C8..ll see now 

perhaps more clearly, some contrasts with the medieval view 

of individuality_ Firstly, I pointed out 'the quality of the 

hypothesised structure of self as comprising desires and 

fears, .:feelings and attitudes, as being insusceptible to 

1;1ora1 evaluation. Tbe medieval basis of self was the soul, 

a conce pt inseparable frOl;1 moral and theological is sues 0 

Secondly, the sense of self -c1etermina tion we enj oy v'las 

precluded from medieval consciou~ness, to a great extent, by 
__ ~..-----_,_ ..... !C_~ ___ _ 

57Marshall ¥J. StealtJ3, lt'A Note on Chaucer I s Use of 
Aristotelian ?svcholop:yH) S~XLIII (1946) pp. 15-21. 

" '~-, J 

0'ZC. 
~t..JV , 
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tbe formation of one f s place and conduct in society by tbe 

stI'engtb of sbared belief and establ isbed tradition. Finally, 

OlJi" feeling of uniqueness is part of a complexity unl::nown to 

the systematised conception of soc:i.ety in the fourteenth 

cen turyo 



III 

ACCORDAUNT TO RESOUN: THE PILGHIMfS Al'ifI) THEIR GUIDE 

The Parson has the l§,st word on the pilgrimage $ 

except of course for Chaucer's Retraction, which suggests 

confirmation of the Parson t s testament.. Aftel' considering 

the Gen~~~Z1.,ue. I shall turn to the p~' s....T~ as 

the culminat~ng statement on the. significance of the pilgrim

age. Further, the Parson's "knitting upft will offer explj_cl t 

statements on the three aspects of Chaucer's characterisation., 

I wish to stress where the modern concept of tlpersonali tytt 

is most at variance with the medieval viewo As I briefly 

outlined in the last chapter our sense of moral autonomy 

can be contrasted with the medieval sense of the absolute, 

not only in articles of faith, but in ethics ratified by 

that faith, whereby one's role in society implied unquest-

ionable duties, and one's conduct in that society was subject 

to a t.miversal code of ~ight and wrong. 1 This will be my 
j/\ 

first; point in examing the pilgrims. Secondly I shall COIl-

tt 
sider the means by YI/hicb the pilgrims are individualised. 

Our idea. of personality stresses the uniqueness of the indiv~ 

idual, we feel ourselves to be unique not only in Oill~ personal 

lor .. Robert M. Liebert and Michael Do s:.piegler, 
.fEE.~l...ttL_ An ~~ti.£..~~~<?£Y~~<i..E~~~~h (George
town, Onto, 1970), po 6, on the absence of evaluation in 
tbe concept o~ personality~ 

47 
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quallties, but in possessing a wbole psychic organisation 

(of conscious and unconscious attitudes and feelings) quite 

special to ourselves o The attributes distinguishing the 

pilgrims al">e those of fictl.ve creations (a fact surprisingly 

often forgotten); I shall show bow these details relate to 

referents extrinsic to the character, and in what sense the 

pilgrims can be considered as individual and distinctive. 

This leads on to my final point, the intel~nal life of the 

pilgrim, which a mOdel?n outlook \'Vould interpret as psych6·n 

logi.cal; the last chapter revealed a medieval view of the 

self which gave pre~eminence to rationality and to moral and 

eth ical considerations both in stl'"'uctuJ'e and content ~ How 

f'ar does this account for the insight into the pj_lgl~ims 

offered in the ~£al P:0l.2.~? 

Derek Brewer sees Chaucer T s pilgrims as Il judged by 

the exalted ideal of Christian eth icsn .2 Now in place of 

the sense of moral autonomy vIe enj oy, Chaucer T s pilgr'lms are 

presented in such a way that we must evaluate them~ This 

evaluation is not the outcome of applyj.ng exactine ideals, 

but ot' appreciating details which suggest discrepancy and 

incongruity in the light of t'NO considerations, the cri terla 

to be inferred from the narrator's overt comments, and the 

demands implied by occupation~ and more general social obli~ 
gat ions., 

2Derek Brewer, Cha~~~r=~ ~~ (London, 1963) 
p., 136 0 .• 

\ 
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Fir'st let us assess the capacities of the narl"'ator 

as our guide to the assembled companyo He will, he says, 

descr:i.be 

• • • the condicioun 
Of ech of hem, so as it semed me, 
And wbiche they weren, and of what degree 
And eke in what array that they 'v'Jere inn6 0 (1. 38 ~41) 

This seems methodical enough, but it is not, as Baldwin 

points out,3 conventional.. It :i.S an expans ion of normal 

rhetorical practice whereby £!.ota~io, moral description, is 

broken into "condicio1.U1t1 and '~degr'eelt and ~f.ftii2~ is 'replaced 
-. 

by "whicbe" (i~e .. having some quality or other) and lIarrayU .. 

The conventional head-to-foot physical examination is trans·~ 

formed by the co-mingling of internal and external trai tS e 4 

The portraits which follow are far less systematic than this 

would suggest. Each is introduced by the occupation of the 

pilgrim 1 and of course we are never a.llowed to forget this. 

The one exception is Huberd the Friar, a dubious hon6ur since 

the other Christian names to emerge do so at moments of 

undignified familiarity in the quarrels and in some over

familiar exchanges with Harry Bailleyo· 

Each portl"'ait is also self~contained by some tacit 

reminder of occupation. Ap8~-.t from that the structure seems 
. 

_ =4>as:l ........ ~~....-....... - e"'~~~~",'-= _-...--__ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ 

3Ralph Baldwin, Th,e_ JLni~_.~TI)e Canterbt:).rL_Tales 
(Copenhagen, 1955) p. 37.. . _ 

I 

4Cfe Robe~t WI. Lumiansky, UBenoit's Portraits and 
Chaucer t s g!:}le£..,al PEol.2.f.E..E2.\ JEGP ,LV (1956)1 pp" 431-438 0 
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to follow the sequence of thv narrator's observations, 

interspersed with affirmations and speculations on his 0'WU 

part, or ventriloquistic explanatory comments apparently 

from conversation, or biographical detail whose onnnlscience 

is, in thj.s welter of details, unobtrus:tve" It is in this 

l~ange of tone and material that Cha.ucer creates his oppor~ 

tUl1ities for irony. The narrator becomes discredited by 

the realisat:ion of the apparently insignificant II so as it 

semed me"" In retrospect this qualification to the narrator's 

declared method takes on the implication of offering a limited 

view. Firstly the epi.thets IIwortbylf, "wj.sett ., the attributions 

of U conscience tt , It good felaweshipll, become progress ively 

more debased o In the proces s we are led to compare the 

worth of the Knight with that of the Merchant or the W:tfe of 

Bath, wisdom in the Knight as against wisdom in the Manciple 

or the Guildsmen; Friar, Summoner" Wife of Bath, Shipman 

al~e praised for ufelaweship"" Secondly we wonder about the 

exuberant endorsement of those pilgrims v'lbo are explicit 

about their attitudes or thej.r conduct. It becomes clear 

that we are being presented with an indictment of many of 

the pilgrims in the very terms in which they assert, either 
- , 

verbally or by behaviour, their deviance fl"'om the requirements 

of their occupational or social duty, since what we are told, 

despite the tone and manner in 'which we are told, invariably 

reflects on the fitness of that character to properly fulfil 

his work. 
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Tbe incapacity of the Squire as a knight in training 

is made apparent partly by the juxtaposition of his portrait 

wi th that of his father.. Deeds of real chivalry, sel"vice in 
~~------r~-

Gods Army' ~ on the part of the Kn:i.gh t, is mar-ked in the sou 

by tlchyvachie" directed towards campaigns notorious as 

political fiascoes, the spiritual humility (even to shabbiness) 

of the one, by social lowliness (but resplendent garments) 

on the part of the Squireo The Knight came without rest, to 

pilgrimage, the son 11 sleep namor-e th an dooth a nygtingale" 
hio; 

as an inevita1Jle consequence of his Hhope to standen inl'lady 

grace" «> The YJ1igbt as the paradigm of the aristocratic 

estate is living comment on the superficiality of good breed

:tng in his Squire, the aC'Give assertion of Noblesse Oblige -- -~=.:.~~~ 

is set against the passive enjoyment of .u gentllessett ~5 

The consciousness of inappropriateness of the Prioress's 

behav:toul~ to her calling is achieved not chiefly through 

juxtapos i tion, though the similarity of the Monk r s exploi tatiol1 

of occupation gives it added \-veigbt, but-within the structure 

of tbe portrait itself 0 The Yeoman's appearance and skills 

are perfectly attuned to his craft, but tbe Prioress, as 

5The Fr·ank1.a.'b.:, ullwi ttingly draws attention to this 
in his; appl'ec iation of the Squire (V, 680-694), since the 

. FranklY'uts idea of refinement and Ugentilesse tl is that of 
the social cllmber anxious to establish his son as a 
gentleman. 
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Donaldson points out,6 presents a problem for the narrator, 

wbo appears to vacillate between an enjoyment of ber refin= 

aments and attempts to reassert the idea of this woman as 

a Prioress. This results in a very funny mixture of gentility 
. 

of appearance, singing, table manners, "of great desport", of 

pets, clothes, features, entangled with reminders of her 

vocation in ber mild oaths, intonation, Frenqh enunciation, 

cleanliness of dress, her reiterated conscience and her 

splendid brooch, with its legend "Arnor Vincit Omnia", vihose 

very ambivalence rescues the narrator yet leaves her with 

less dignity than she could desire. i The portrait shows_ her 

as tolerably 8.dequate as a lay person with some social pre~ 

tension, but we are not allowed to forget her minimal reverence 

and charity, which are inadequate for her ecclessiastical res~ 

ponsibilities o The virulent anti-semitism displayed in her 

Tale simply affirms the gravity of her weak understanding .. 7 

Grounds for doubt about the worth of the PhYSician are 

introduced with equal blandnes Se The Knight is a u very 

parfit gentil knyght" (72), the PhysiCian, a "verray parfitt! 

prak'tisourtl (422). The catalogue of physician's authorities 

leads us to suppose that the narrator recounts what he has 

60f. Eo Talbot Donaldson, Speakina. of ~hauc~ (London, 
1970), p. 61" 

7This is, as she herself says, "but as a child of 
twelf month oold" (VII, 484)& 



been told, hence the ingenuous corroboration of 

He lcepte his pacient a f'u1 greet deel 
In boures by his magyc natureel. (415-6)8 
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But collusion with Apotbecaries is inescapable; the prescrip-

tion of gold, a profitable cordial, as climax to his tight= 

f'istedness 

~ e o11e was but esy of' dispenee; 
He kepte that he wan in pestilence, (441·,,2) 

establishes the limits of' the integl"i ty of the man as well 

as of his capacities as a doctor~ Then "His studie was but 

litel on the Bible" is suspect tooo 9 

The Shipman is a more extreme example of the incapacities 

of the narrator, of his unshakeable joviality, and of the 

extent to which Chm. cer t s ironic method can subvert the 

shortcom:lngs of the object.. Hot on the be-els -of a physical 

description suggesting some pugnacity comes ucer·tainly he 

was a good felawe". The fact that the Shipman t s aggressive~ 

ness is displayed by habitual drowning of any opponents is 

sandwiched :lnnocuously between his taste in wines, his dis~ 

respect for "nyce conscience" and his skills as a navigatoro 

As in the case of the PhysiCian, his moral delinquency 

8Cf .. Chauncey Wood, ~~~nUh~22.E.ntr.L_2£.~h~ 
Stars (Princeton, 1970), Chapter I, for a discussion of 
medieval atti tudes towal~ds astrology and the manner of belief, 
which suggests that t.he PhYSician's practices are but visible 
rituals of archaic superstition. 

9The R12~.i£l1t.~~LT.ma1£.9 with j_ts gratuitous eulogy to 
nature for the beauty of the victim, and i t:~ 11 sentenceH , a 
non-sequitur on the failure to conceal a "wikked lifett from 
God, is consistent with this portraito 
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is given scope and camouflage by his occupation. 

Again in the portrait of the Lawyer, the profession is 

matched by failings which are given scope in such work. His 

legal activities offer the appearance of reverence, wisdom, 

and "bisynesse" 0 Such tl"aits are also given scope by his 

Tale, as we shall see in Chapter Four. But here it should 

be noted that the subtle intrusion of beti>aying details is 

not what condemns the Lawyer. He is shmm outright as a 

counterfeit, and therefore no fit lawyer, by the reiterated 

"semed". 

These examples are consistent with the other portraits 

of the "worldly pilgrimstl in establishing professions with 

individual members who find the calling, for one devious 

reason or another, suited to their moral failings. Not only 

are we made aware of the inappropriateness of p:tlgrj.m. to 

occupation, but of the appropriateness of the occupatio~ to 

the failings of that man or woman. The moral ind ictment 

implied by this discovery is more grave, in view of positive 

exploitation of role, than in mere unfitness to it~ The 

operation of Chaucer's irony destroys any suggestion that 

these individuals might not be responsible to society for 

their failings, though each one might long for freedom from 

moral restraint, (our moral autonomy) at least after The 

~~, as fervently as the Vlife of Bath bemoans 

"that ever love was sinne ll
• 



Turning now to my second concern in this chapter 1 

the question of uniqueness, we can see the origins of this 

illusion, in the narratoI" s effusions $by turning back .to 

tbe Lavryel:> "full riche of excellencett and the Physician 
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tt in al this world ne was ther noon hym l1kn.. It may be that 
-

tipersonality seekers" are taken in by this assertion, and 

fail to weigh it, with the fulsome superlatives10 and the 

other stylistic traits of the narrator. It smacks of the 

Music Hall preamble "Ther'e neyel~ was another one like her 

for. " ,," which prefaces the stock joke about the stock 

mother-in-law. More seriously however, we must turn to 

other' sources for this impression of individuality. We have 

very precise docu~entation of the activities of the eccles-

iastics, both the regulars and the hangers~on of the church 

system, Smmnoner and Pardoner. F~tensive scholarship 

demonstrates the literary and popular sources of much of this 

material.lI Further, we have the equally categorical prov.,. 

anance of some of the pilgrims which sent Manly and bis 

disciples in pursuit of originals.. Perhaps some of the 

attraction of these "individualising touches u lies in the 
-

fact that tbey cannot be subsumed by a theory of characters 

10 Baldwin , "Uni tyll, p. 38 .. 

• ~ . .- • Jere 
llEg~ scr~ptural allusion and rned~cal,..are suggested 

by one such detail, Cbauncey Wood~ uThe Sources of Chaucer's 
SunrmoneJ:" S 'Gar leek, Onyons and eke -tekeS ! It. ChattOeI' Review ,V 
(1971) PPo 240-244v ) 

t 
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based on iconography, ~~rB:l.~~, mOl'al types o Undoubtedly 

the Narrator is intent on claiming for his felloYfs a tru-tb 

to life and a tUliqueness., Undoubtedly too, both are illusory, 

the second because it alludes to mere surface detai.l of 

appearance and biography, and makes no claim foY- the -thorough-

going individuality we -appreciate jl1 ourselves, if not in 

OUI' acquaintances.. Here I must distinguish between simtlm":tty 

of appearance It dress J or overt behaviour and the readiness 

to credit fictional (or, in all probability real-life) people 

wit;h a ul1iqueness inhering in inward qualit:tes hvhat we 'Would, 

I suppose, call psychic complexity) e For 901.1 their-diversity 

(of such interest to the Narratol') the pilgrim's are ultimat-
.. --

ely seen (and th is is the concern of Chaucer r s :trony) to be 

ver'y similar in objectives, and even in methods, once one has 

divided fruyt from chaf'. 

To te.ke tbe exemplal'Y pilgpims first, we have Knight, 

Clerk, Parson and Plowman. They represent paradigms of the 

three estates, the Aristocrat ic 1 the Clerical, the C01ID11011S, 

with the Clerk in abeyance, and sugge st ive of the ideal of 

asceticisille They a..re conspicuous for the spiritual nature 

of their ideals; the biographical sketches It with a consistent 

development uncharacteristic of the narrator, reveal lives 

totally absorbed by deeds fitting to station and calling, 

tX'anscending the individual in the way the personalistic 

philosoph ies suggested assimilation to the 
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.fLII,,;.·hOiJ €.S 

the Trinity might be undertakeno121h.eir':/I paradigms in The 

~.!e.El?.!:l}'-,Y Tal~ bas not, as far as I know, been questioned; 

here the wealth of mundane and specific detail ha.s an in·· 

escapable extra-personal objecto This group offers a matrix 

of values in which the other pilgrims are measured, as most 

cogently de~onstrated by Harold Brooks~13 

It would be tedious to exanl5.ne all the unregenerate 

pilgrirns,14 so the "churls tf , and the Wife of Bath for good 

measure, must sufficeo The pilgrims of the final group, (with 

the exception of the Manciple) are, except for the Wife of 

Bath, the most elaborately described by v:1.sual details" As 

we sha.11 see, tbe ~ook also belongs to this group in the sense 

that he shares the physical marks of degeneracy .. 15 The Host 

tells us more of the private life of the Cook which consolidate 

the implications of his disease, scabies, associated in med

_~eva1 times, with Itunclean clothing and contaminated womtmtl
o16 

I2cro Chapter II, PPc 5-6. 

13Harold Brooks, Chaucer's Pil rims: rrhe Artistic 
~~~~ts :\n.J'. e Prol08~~ ondon, 196>JY-:---

14Nevill Coghill, The Poet Chauc~r (re-edition, London, 
1967), curiously finds the~Fims the manifestations of 
normality IIhe did not look for freaks, he delighted in the 
world as he found itfl (po 90)" 

.. ~5In discussing the Cook and the final group ·of "churles tl 

I sball draw heavily on the conclusions of 'Walter Clyde Cur1"Y, 
Oh~~~~l~ I'iledievaL§ci~~E.?!?.E. (New York, 1926}J based on 
medieval physiological and medical lore., 

16Hos t an the Cook I 4346~4355" Tbe Cook's account 
of the prodigal' apprentice 'Nbo ends his C9.reer as a whore·~ 
monger confirms the details of the portl'ait .. 
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The narrator's habit of juxtaposing morally qualifying detail 

with glib assertions of professional lmow··how gives a very 

unfortunate impression here 

~ ~ 0 on his shin a mormal hadde he. 
For blankmanger, that made he with tbe beste .. (386-7) 

The impression of individuality achieved by specific 

deta:i.l can be accounted for by the significance of this 
80 

detail; also in the case of the Summoner, the Reeve, the 
~ . 

Pardoner, and the Miller, where physical grossness takes 

the form of symptoms of moral depravity. The Mane iple, 

aptly self-effacing, lacks visual definition. As a f·oil to 

the rest of the group ~ his devious practices are disguJ.sed, 

appal~ently by his own assertions of respectability .. 17 The 

physical distir~(jiveness of the rest of the churls gives 

them a uniqueness, which, as we shall see, belongs properly 

to the moral implications of their specific strategi.es" The 

nose of the Miller suggests a Brobdingnagian coa.rseness, and 

signifies, according to Curry, lust, and domestic d:tscord.18 

The Reeve's cboleric temperament signifies a sharp wit and 

a. good memory most appropriate to bis methods, and the 

associated hastmess of vengeance and undertones of cowardice 

are born out in the CG4Ji-se of the pilgrimage., 

In tbe case of Summoner and Pardoner, the wealmesses 

l?The Manciplets role as a backbiter, suggested in 
bis Prologue and Tale, 1.s cons:i.stent with the empbasis on 
apparent irreproachability in tbe portrait g 

1~C«r"'~1 P.II't. 
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of the men again form the basis for explo:ttation of r$le .. 

Precision of detail vitalises the methods of operation, only 

too familiar to a medieval audience.. The physical traits 

are understood as correlative to moral, rather than distinctl.y 

personal, attributes. The consistency of the portraits, and 

the :i.llus ion of uniqueness} can be seen as a detailed analysis 

of a recogn:i.sa.},I~:; human condition, rather than a synthesis 

constituting the presentation of t! personal ityU with its 

stress on the unique. The density of physiological and 

literary alIu.s ion is behind the specificity of detail whose 

impl:tcations would lead a medieval audience to form a 

composite picture of familiar abu.ses and familiar traits 

concentrated in one pilgrim. The S,ummoner t s manner of 

explo:tting the "ercedekenes CUI'S" his use of the ecclesiastical 

judicial system to spread, not restrict vices, by his cor-

ruption, emer'ges with little concealment on his part, and .. 

little disguise in narrative methode The abuse was familiar. 

The connection of his II saucefleem-disease" or alopicia, with 

degenerate living, and of his unwholesome diet, incidently 

exac'el1-=(,ating that disease, witb its Bil)lical counterpart,19 

establishes his moral and physical malformation simaltaneously. 

The suggestions of animality in the imagery of the 

last group of pilgrims takes! in the Pardoner, the form of an 

19Ci' .. Chauncey Wood, 9b8 Revo,V (1971)/011 the biblical 
allusion to Numbers 11:5 .. 



unnatural bodily grotesqueness 0 The final dehumanising 

iconographic view of the Summoner (665-8) is followed by a 

lengthy visual description of the Par'doner which gives him 

the eye of a hare, the voice of a goat, and the climactic 

observation III trowe he were a geldyng or a mare". The 
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elaboration of his methods includes relics of pj.gs-bones .. and 

the de sire to make people "bis apeslt
• The familiar notorious 

Pardoner coalesces witb the mage of human and moral aber~ 

ration.. The epitome of ecclesiastical abuse is manifested 

as a creature of pbysical deformity .. · His love song with the 

Sununoner is a comic refinement of the pride in singing shown 

by Prioress and Friar. The quasi=rational self-dramatisation 

of Prologue and Tale elaborates the "upB&~d()unu moral deprav-

i ty suggested by the pOl'trai t. Tbe parallel found in P-alemon' s 

description of Favorinus20 ~ga:i.n exploits the pel"fect cons ~LS-

tency of physical feature 'wl~ perverted values ~ Precision 

of detail points to moral state, not to any personal uniquenes s~ 

It seems appropriate to discuss the portrait of the 

Wife of Bath with this group since she too is described in 

elaborate pbysi.cal detail, in her case amounting to the comic 

absurdity of generous proportions tthipes large", decked by 
-

equally bulky clothing "hir coverchiefs 0 .. oweyeden ten 
-

-pound. 0 "It, and quirks of dress whose iconographic significance 

emerges in her Prologue. Her deafness can be explained by 

20 
Curry" 
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the special deafness of Midas, the subj ect of' an ~::.E1.plam 

in her Tale ,21 hel" gat-tooth betokens bel" flesbly inclinations, 

and her aggres sian is signalled by fI a paire of spores sharpe'!. 

Tbe narrator is in fact quite explicit about her failings, 

the ffcompaignye Tl of her youth, the " wandrynge by the weye n 

wh ich takes the f'orm of' recreational pilgrimage, hel' know~ 

ledge of ttthat arte the aIde daunce lt
• Biogl'laph ica1 details 

demonstrate a desire for social distinction (whose f'rustration 

in cburch puts her "out of aIle charitee tt
), and wanderings, 

ostensibly matrimonial or devotional. Again visual def'inition 

and the cataloguing of' her excursions give a fleeting impres

sion of a woman in some. way unique, but this is llldercut by 

qualities placing her f'i1ft1tly as represent~tive of' sex and 

specieso Her kinship to the caricatures of anti~f'eminist 

litel"ature is to ,emerge witb her ·turn in the .stor'Y~te11ingo 

This leads to my last pojnt, a consideration of 

manif'estat ions of interior 1 if'e in the g-ener~1. !,r210gu~, wb ich, 

as may be already apparent, lead to evaluation, rather than 

~mpatheticappreciationo As we have seen in the case of the 

Pardoner's portrait, some insight is given into his methods 

which are f'urther expanded in his prologue, by the colloquial 

presentation of' what appear to be scraps of' monologue 0 This 

method of' characterisation is most pronoID1ced in the descrip

tions of' the Monk and the Friaro How revealing is this 

--------~-"-------------.~-.~-----------------------.-.-->.------------

21Cfo Cbapter V, pe 8p 



presentatl6n of opinions? Does it glve us any knowledge of 

the inner workings of the pilgrim? If the Prioress is seen 

primarily as a lady, the Monk's portrait opens with stress 

on his "maistrieU
, his lordliness in hunt'lng pursuits; the 

description closes with his resplendent accoutrements and 

his gourmet tastes, whilst physically the manliness of the 

Monk is suggested by 

He was a lord ful fat and in good poynt; 
His eyen stepe, and rollyng in his heed, 
That stemed as a forneys of a leedo (200-202) 
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a lustiness pointedly more appropriate to a h01"'se ~ Between 

these two groups of attributes occurs an exposition of the 

~ "Monk f s defiance of rule, of text, and of monast ic tradition 

reaching back to Augustine f s doctrine of the value of work 

as a strategy to outwit the devil. The vigorous refutation 

of rules flsomdel'streitlf is heartily disrespectful. He can 

jovially disregard texts "that sefth 'that hunters ben nat 

hooly men", and deny without argument that monk out of 

cloister is like fish out of water, yet each item, in its very 

denial, gives his conduct serious overtones 

•• oHow sha1 the world be served? 
Lat Austin have his swynk to him reserved! (187-8) 

That questlon persists long after the narrator has reverted 

to his admiring commentary on the Monk's extra-mural activities" 

The Monk's portrait is based on an antithesis of monastic 

values and'objectives. His opinions reveal no more than ncn-

rational disrespect for these, they lead to no further 
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conclusion than that those qt.1.alities stressed by the narpator 

are the very ones which ma.ke him a bad monk and the unscrup

ulous exploiter of ecclesiastical laxitye 

Insight into the Friar's opinions are of the same 

natupe; in h is case the portrait dl-'RWS its strength not from 

the audacity of' flouting patristic authority and the monastic 

tradition, but from attributing virtues to vicious behaviour, 

and from prostituting the sacraments for the sake of his own 

pocket. We are confronted in turn by the gainful sweetness 

and pleasance of his ministpat:ton of' confession, absolution, 

penance, the manipulation of his fellow hard-of-heart" sinners, 

false generosity to wives, the gift of' weddings to wenches 

he bas _spoiled, the honesty that avoids the company of lepers 

for that of the wealthy, the virtue of being nbeste beggers 

in h:1.s housH • His calculating conduct is set in a social 

context which reflects badly on hi.s moral qualit:i.es o The 

disparity between the man and his vocation is apparent to 

us; here the inner life of the man partakes of the debased 

values of-his conduct; the implications of what we are told 

are primarily ethical, not psychological.. The travestied 

piety of the ecclesiasts reaches its climax with 

• • • Ther he was not lik a cloysterer 
.~ lJ'Iith a -tliredbare cope, as is a pov_re scoler, 

But he was lyk a maister or a pope (259-61). 

Papal authority has its sacr~l~gious parody, and, nearer at 

hand, the Clerk's spiritual pre-eminence is contrasted with 

flagrant worldliness in its most destructive form. 
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The characterisation of the General Prologue thus 

relies chiefly on an intellectual apprehension of the pilgrims 

vis~a/vis spiritual and social values and obligations, of 

similarity of moral entity underlying diversity of detail, 

of the evaluative exposure of attitudes and strategies. rrhe 

ve1"Y methods by which the pilgrims claim, our attention offeI' 

an ironic commentary on a precisely defined mode of livingo 

The consciousness behindtha t particular response to life is 

seen implicitly as either that of the spiritually guided 

rational being, or the wOI'ld-fetteI'ed organism responsive 

to the dici.~ates of appetite., The hypocri&y' and self-deception 

practiced by many of the pilgrims is the unquestioned product 

of surrendeJ:'ing to such needs, for which it 'would be quite 

inappropriate to apply the modern criteria implied by flperson

alitytf of an interior life whereby such conduct might be 

extenuated. 

It is fitting that we should now look to the PaI'son 

as the final spokesman of The ~~:r:b££y_Ta~ and as the 

guide concerned to offer the means to redemption in the large, 

figurative, pilgrimage~ His Tale concerns the salvation of 

the individual as seen in Christian terms. The narratol'" of 

the General Prologue has, he tells us, given 

Th'estaat, th'array, the nombre, and eek the cause, 
\'Ilhy that assembled was this compaignye (716~7) 

and in the case of Knight, Clerk, Plowman, and Parson, this 

reason is plain. Of the other pilgrims, the cause is uncertain, 



and this loose end is finally u1mi tte up" by the sermon of 

the Parsonp The Prologue to bis tale is a grave statement 

of the advance of time towards reckoning and judgment. 22 

The wandering ways of these pilgrj_ms, can, says the Parson, 

be relinquished through penitence and absolution, for lIthe 

l"ighte wey of Jerusalem celestlalu (X 79). As his sermon 
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proceeds to emphasise, proper confession, effective amendment, 

stems from recognition and admission of sins. Tbis is the 

self-knowledge, the spiritual apprehension of right and wrong, 

to wb:i.cb his worldly companions are blind, "tbe synful man, 

tb at love tb b is synne, bym seme th that it j.s to him moo st 

sweete of anythynglf (X 122)e In outlin:ing the means to 

contrition the Parson sees sin as bondage, and ult:i.mat:ely as 

destruction of the soul eX 153). 

Apart from re-establishing spiritual values in an 

explicit statement of the means to salvation, the ~!,_~_orn 'ps Tale, 

seems to concern the pilgrims of the General Prologue, in 

their immediate spiritual condition, in its lengthy examin-

ation of contrition, and in the extensive examples of the 

perlnutat:i.ons oi'tbe Seven Sins to i'olJow" For instance the 

Parson enumerates three sources of anger to God, recklessness 

2:or. Wood, C£b~~~~L_2.£'§:t:ars, Chap. VII)/ 
for the sJ..gnificance of the Parson's Prologue, particularly 
the implication of the sign of TJibra as token of Cbrist's 
judgment, fusing two themes running intermittently through 
the Tales, tbat of the Old Law of retribution and the New 
Law of Mercy. 
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of speech, delight in thinldng, and uwikked synful werkingett 

(X 111) • Sinful speech exposes sinful deeds :tn the parasites 

or the church in particular, in the Prologue to the Tales .. 

The power of delusion is at work in the I\..Ylight's, Mi.11er's, 

Merchant t sTales, whilst conversely, in the Clerk's and the 

Man or Law's Tales the strength of faith in the heroine 

guards against the demoralising power of" thoughte 23 The 

Parson repeatedly invokes tviO powerful incentj.ves to repentence, 

the omniscience or God, and the terrors of Hell. 

The vigorous exposure of sin demanded by confession, 

and the prerequisite understanding of those aspects. of one's 

~thoughts and deeds which are culpable before God, obviate 

the shelter we may claim in our self-determination an.d rel~ 

ative moral autonomy" There can be t1 no thyng excused ne hyd 

ne forwrappecl" (X 319). The Wife of Bath's attempt to claim 

extenuating circumstances in her boroscope is a fine example 

of self~excuseo The way in which ~he philosophies of Monk, 

Friar, Summoner and Pardoner are presented constitutes admis~ 

sion of sin without recognition of guilt .. 

Original sin is the inheritance of man in general, 

therefore ftbe we all borne sones of wratthe and of dampnacioun 

23Marshall Stearns, in' tI A Note on Chaucer's use of 
Aristotelian Psychologytt, SP ,XLIII (1946),pp" l5~21, shows 
bow Chaucer drew on the~Aristotelian stages of cognition 
sensation, imagination, and rational thought, " whepeby the 
power of descrimination between true and false, if distul"'bed 
by strong feeling, may result in illusions" (P., 19)" This 
process is in fact described by the Parson (X 351-356)& 
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perdurable. e lithe peyne dwelleth wlth us as to temptacioun., 

which payne h ighte concupisence" (X 354) c Our sense of 

uniqueness may give us a loophole, scope for self-extenuation, 

in our awareness of the f'ormative influence of heredity and 

environment. For the medieval sinner, responsibility for 

his soul, thus for his thoughts, and his deeds, lay squarely 

on his own shoulders, a burden of' inhuman weight but f'or 

God r s grace and the mercy of Christ9 Baptism .and penitence 

weakened the prompting of temptation IIthat it lllay wel wex 

f'ieble and faille" (X 339). But for the sinner hardened by 

his way of life, failure to amend lead ultimately to justice 

untempered by mercy, and Hello 

The Parson's conception of Hell is psychological 

only in the strictly limited sense of providing fit punish-

ment for the failings of the soul in its dependence on "honours, 

delices and riche sses" • For the first, Hell offers shame 

and confusion; for lovers of gold, lithe misese of poverte lt ; 

the greed f'or wine or food will be deprived of all but 

"venym and gall of dragonU
; those loving clothing will be 

-
naked, as their souls are of tt all manere ve.rtue s wh ich that 

~ 

is the clothyng of tpe sQulett (X 185 -97) ; the appetites of 

... the .five .wits will beconf'ounded with hideous sensations o 

The sinner vlill be deprived of friendship (recalling the 

n8.prator t s stress on "fe1awesh ip") and surroundedbychidings 

and cursings (X 205)0 T'he Parson exhorts his listeners; many 
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pil4;h:em. so obviously qualified for these punishments, to a 
,. -~-.- ... ~--,.",~.-~- .-~' , .. - ~-" 

rem6i'1)&l"anCe of Christ r s pass ion, b is suffering for man f s sins, 

for in "mannes synne is every manere ordre or ordinance 

turned up-so-dounu (X 259)0 

In the Parson's Tale, even in the few points I have 
~ 

mentioned, tbe whole picture of the pilgrimage presented by 

the company of tbe General prologue seems to be given x-ray 

exposure, bringing out the spiritual significance of the 

material details and 'Worldly concer'ns revealed by the narratoro 

The failings of each wayfaring pilgrim so bla..'1dly related in 

the General Prologue are finally cast in the sombre- light of 

u1. t 1ma te j udgmen t .. Th e impre s s ion of c arefre e vi t a1 i ty in 

the initial portraits is recalled in the contrasting blind 

animation of the examples illustrating the permutations of 

the Seven Sins.. This catalogue is enl-ivened by many of the 

stylistic methods of the portraits, now divested of the 

distinctive details whj.chc:ripple the judgment of the nal'rator 

and sway the unwary reader. 



IV 

EMPERORiS DAUGHrER AND DAUGHrER OF CHRIST'S, CHURCH: 
. TEE HEROINES OF THE MAN OF LAW'S TALE 

The description of the Man of Law in the General 

prologue twice accentuates the possibili.ty that this man is 

not all he shouJ_d be. The appea.t'ance of reverence and 

wisdom, and the illusory ttbisyness fl of the man m:>e exposed as 

but It semingn (I. 313 SI 321). This overt recognition of tbe 

discrepancy between the pose and the practices of' tbe man, 

on the part of the narrator, cannot be found elsewhere :tn 

the General Prologue, except in the case of the Merchant 

(280). This prompting of suspicion was perhaps necessitated 

by the enumeration of legalistic duties implying no more 

than adequate (if gainful) fulfilment, to the unwary~ We 

a1:'e left with the impression of a man advancing himself in 

land, possessions, "heigh renounlt by apparent reverence and 

a knowledge, not so much of law, but the means to its 

man ~pula t:ton 

Thereto he kouda endita, and make a thyng 
Ther kouda no wight pyncbe at his writynge 
And every statut koude he pleyn by rotso (325-7) 

"In -turning back to the General Prologue one i'inds 

qualities not only characterising the La.wyer $ but '1n all 

pl~obability qualifying his capacities as a stOI'Y tellero 

'J~hus before considering the characterisation of: Constance we 
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mus·1; be alert to traits in the Man of Law which might impart 

a bias to the tale; in order to make the distinction between 

Constance and her re-creator I will discuss fj.rst the elements 

of her character which can be seen independently of the 

reactions and judgments of the Man. of Lawo As we shall 

discover, there seems to be a fundamentai.l! contl"adiction in 

her portrayalQ This can then offset the effects of the 

lawyer's faulty judgment" 

The genre of the Saint's Legend was highly popular 

in England during Chaucer's life~time; Gordon Gerould believes 

that in fact the period 1375-1400 "was the most brilliant 

period in English hagiography" " .since the time of Cynewulf 

and his 8c110010"1 However, despite the proof the tale offers 

that uChaucer was capable of understanding the spirit in 

which legends ought to be written,tt Gerould expresses the 

reservation that "the story of COl'istance is, after all, a 

romance. u2 There are a number of contemporary versions, 

including Gower's, orig:inating chiefly from Trivet's renderillg, 

in his .2E!2E.l£.1~ 3 It seems reasonable to assume the Chaucer's 

audience may have kuO\vn the story, and that they were familiar 

with the genre to which it belongs" The use of Rhyme Royal, 

1 . 
Gordon Ho Gerould, The Saint's ~~ (Boston and 

New York, 1916) po 233. -~ 
f 

30f. Neil Do Isaacs, "Constance in FOtti:'teenth Century 
England'l)~,LIX (1958), pp~ 260~?7" 
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whatever the implications of the Man of Law's intentions to 

use prose;4 is shared by three other Canterbury Tales, all 

tales of saints or saintJ.iness, the stories of the child 

martyr} of St .. Cecilia, and of U patlent Grj.sildisu • The Man 

of Law's grudging compla:int that Chauc0:t' had used up all the 

tales of tt10veris up and dounu , and the disgust at the 
~ 

nunkynde abhow.rnac ions" to be found in Gower, offer no clue 

as to what kind of story the Lawyer is to tell, thougb it 

does tell us something of the teller.. He has, however, been 

astutely chosen by Harry Bailley as l1.kely to give relief 

after the "idelnesse fl to be gained from the Reeve's Tale, and he 
sfd-kS 
;n a mood of seriousness comparable to that preceding the 

Par'son's Tale.,5 

The charaoterisation of Constance given by the ucommune 

voys of Romen is in complete conformity with the initial 

__ portraits of Sto Paul and St .. Bridget in the ll2.£t!Ll~r~~g1J.~h

Leg~, according to Michael Paull,6 where the description 

combines spiritual nobility and physical beauty~ with a 

final reference to a1ms-giv1ngo The Man of Law's Prologue 

4Th1s is usually considered to be an inconsistency 
of an unamended text. 

5The Introduction to the Man of Law's Tale and the 
Parson's ProIogue- are =bOtF.idistE1Buis'fled~b~Y-Bailleyt s 
comments on the passage of time (II 18=31, X 70 u ·73) associated 
with the des:i.re for u som virtuous sentence" 0 

6Michael R .. Paull, lIThe Influence ~f the Saint's 
Legen.d Genre on the r~1~111 of T...;BJr7 t s Taleu Chau~cer Review ,V 
(1971) I po 1820 . =~ - -~ yo, 



seenw, at this point, to be out tenuously related to the 

matter of the tale; it sets a tone of pious solemnity, but 

its significance to the story is not immediately apparent 9 
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Constance herselfiB' known only by hearsay until she appears 

for her leave~taking, bound for' a marri.age to a converted 

heathen, who not only has never seen her, but resorts to 

baptism and maI"riage only after Umagy..c and abusirlum'· have 

been rejected as ine.ffecJeual in the accomplishment of h:ts 

desires., 

The Man of Law.cannot· neglect this o'ppol~tunity .for 

histrionics and .for his O\vn speculations on the action. For 

the sake o.f clarity I shall however try to distinguish his 

interpretation of bis materials from the framework of the 

story and the identity of its protagoniste I will start by 

considering the structure of the tale in relation ib" the 
# 

portrayal of Constance, andj\those .qualities revealed by the 

action, before proceeding to consider the materials peculiar 

to the interpretation of the teller. 

r.I!he Tale forms a sequence of t!"ials 'bib Constance f s 

faitbo Each of her confrontations with catastrophe 1s enclosed 

by renewed voyage, whose spiritual nature as the voyage of 

life is established by further isolated and protracted trial o . 
The sense of form in the story is strengthened by repetition 

fu~d contrast of various narrative elements within each phase 

of action" Thus the first episode encloses departure by boat~ 
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arrival in state, the machinations of a servant of the Devil, 

the Soldan's mother, disaster, and departure by boato After 

a long period at sea,. the second episode opens with arrival, 

but this time in humility and anon;J1ni tYe Hel" first arrival 

was to a country only nominally convertedo Here the country 

is heathen, though there are some true Christians, and, as 
'. 

we see, the King, AlIa, is good, wise, and eventlJ.a.lly an 

active believer. The sequence of this section of the tale 

is agalll fornmlised. Constance is adopted by a kindly 

couple; a miracle is followed by the machinations of. a. 

lustful servant of the Fiend o Her goodness inspires the 

constable and his household, and ~-±e..~ King AlIa, but in time ktrigJ-ut 

:l.t implants evil desires. He is destroyed after a second 

miracle 0 AlIa is converted, a true conversion contrasted 

with the cynical conversion of the Soldano Joy is destroyed 

by the machinations of another mother~in~law and servant of 

the Devil, and Constance again embarks~ She now prays to 

Chr:tst and Mary, as mother. This lengthy voyage is punctuated 

by one incident, conjecturea landing, ru1d meditated rape by 

another lustful servant of the devil,~ his destruction .. 

In the final phase of the tale Constance again arrives in 

anonymous humility, ber two rnother 1 s-in-law having meanwhile 

been done away with. She is adopted by a kind couple, and 

of' course she is now at home in true Christendoffi o Hel~ joy 

is re -6 stabl is11ed h. .... ....., h'l.,V\ ·1 -..Y"- \vith husband _~~ .::I fathere n& _ _ 
"',J ... 'Q\,..o\.J..~..LVJ..1. tJ..I.J.U vue 
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more rapid alternation of joy and woe brings her back to her 

original status as Errlperor1s daughter, thougb now also 

Emperor's mother, and to her former life of "vertu and hooly 

almus deede" ~ 7 A sense of form in the structure of the stol'Y 

can also be seen in the :i.ncreasing bardship of her tl"ials, 

with the climax of apparent betrayal by husband and the 

1.ncreased responsibility of motberboodo 

Leaving aside for the moment, as far as possible, 

the lavish interpolations and . apostropbes one can ascribe 

directly to the narrator, what are Constance's reactions to 

her trj.bulations? The dominant response is that of submissi.on~ 

When we see her, she is pale, and sometimes weeping, and we 

only see her at times of trial. She is the passive victim 

of assaults on her fortitude, and her honouro Hel'" first 

speech affirms obedience to "mannes governaunce" on her 

departure from Rome (2?4~~87).. The weeping that the Lawyer 

so sympathetically enjoys is however followed by the admission 

tha t t~ she peyneth hire to make good contenanceTl e Vie next 

he8.!' her prayer at Sea after the destruction at the Soldan's 

palace. She prays for protection from the devil and strength 

to amend her life (451-62). Her tears and prayers convert 

'7Ib:i.d." p. 180. t Paull complains that Constance never 
speaks her-lInes, only prays them, tI that she is too good, too 
saintlike and consequently one-dimens:tona.l tl • 

8Lines 265, 645, 822. 



Hermengyld, and she next speaks in succinct explanation to 

the Constable, who stares amazed by the m:lracle Vlx'ought by 

Hermengyld.. She simply says 

•• e sh'e, it is Cristes rr.tyght 
That holpeth folk out of the feendes snare (570 ... 71) 
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The irrepl'"'essable evangelising of Trivet's he:r:01-ne9 contI'asts 

wi th Constance as a strong but silent woman whose very 

prayers affirm. faith while the narratol" is bu~y talking 

miracles.. Sbe only prays for a:l.d to avert death in the face 

of false blame, she is quiesc'ent to the trials of her voyage; 

all the agonising is on the part of the Man of rJa'W~ The 

dignity of her fortitude is realised in the pre.yer for aid 

from Mary following her resolute courage at the apparent 

betrayal by bel" husband 

"Mooder", quod she, Ii and mayde br igbt, Mar ie 
S,ootb is that; thUI>gh wommanes eggement 
Markynde Vias lorn and damned aye to dye, 

845 Forwhlche thy ohild Vias on a. croys yrento 
Tby bllsi'ul eyen sawe al his torment; 
Thanne is ther no comparison bitwene 
Thy wo and any worrt'an may susteene .. ,. 
Thou sawe thy child y1'slajn bifore thyne yen, 
And yet now lyvetb my litel chUd, pari'ay t 
Now, lady bright, to whom aIle Vloi'ul cryen, 

850 Thou glory of wommanbede, thou faire may, 
Thou havon of refut, brighte sterro of day, 
Rewe on my child, tbat of tby gentilesse, 
Rowest on every l"'ewefnl in distresse 0 II . 

9Bernal"d Dufi'ey, l\The Intention and Art of the Man 
of Law's Tale'\ ~)XIV (1947), p .. 18'7 .. and John A. Yunck, 
t~Religious Elements in Chaucer r s Man of Law J s Tale'~ ~I :\ 
XXVII (1960),po 251 .. 

! 



Not only does Constance f s self."abnega tion and hmnilj.ty 

control the comparison of: bel' plight to that of' the mother 

of: Christ, but her strength is subtly assimilated h9 that 

of Mary" Further, we gain lnsight at the cl:I.max of the tale;. 

into the rational understanding beneath the consistent 

demonstration of faith" Mary is here appealed to as the 

embodiment of maternal care whose fortitude in the face of 
J 

her sons suffering contrasts with lwe' s failure to mankind. 

Eve, as traditionally seen, represents the weakness of the 

flesh and the vulnerable aspect of humanity, two aspects of 

Oonstance the Man of Law· is so quick to dramatise ,Yet ~~* 

8.1"e repeatedly refuted by her stoical resistance to attacks 

from the Devil f s agents f and ~her implicit obedience to Man 
A ' 

and God, and to the dictates of rationality" Her final 

speech reverts to the tone of filial humility to her father, 

the st.ate.in which the Man of Law finally leaves her" 

As Paull suggests, the story is made up of a sequence 

of scenes!} each representing the pattern of confrontation, 

passion, and triumph.. The formal elements of the structure 

discussed above call attention to the framewol~k of n a 

typological paradigm of what was considered the central event 

of fourteenth century Christianity, the passion of Christ" 0 10 . 
The consistent !'esistence to the attack of external events on 

lOpaull, "Influence of Sa:tnt's Legendo It . . , po 185., 



Constance's faith establishes her as an allegorical figure 

o~ Fortitude,11 elements extraneous to this conception of 
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her identity will be discussed in relation to the Man of Law., 

Her spiritual statrr~eis well-founded in the practical aspects 

of her falth. She arrives in Northumberland :In chosen 

anonym:tty; her active virtues .. ushe was so diligent, without 
-

en sloth'~ (530)'l-and her piety are divor-ced from bel' rank 

and reputat5.on, and it is by her spiritual qualities alone 

. that she achieves the conversion of the people and their 

10yaltYo 12 The importance o~ deeds and works is stressed in 

the good pilgrims of the General Prologue (and Augustine's 

statement to the effect that work must act"ivate faith so 

dispD.raged by the Monk)" The theme reCUT.'9'D most noticeably 

in the .9l2rk:~ ~leJi Tl2"C?~~~~,.d.2I~g ',!I¢J~~l~ and the Pa£~ 

!?-,;l.~".. Constance, Griselda, and Cecilia are primarily abstract 

in concept, yet the practical man:tfestations of their 

spiritual endowment;} makes them less remote'f and more 

forceful as figures to inspire and edify. 

11Here I have in mind the criterion of allegory 
suggested by Bernard F" Huppe, tha. t It the na!'r8. tive of facts 
and events is governed by their significance» They exist 
because of what they representU

" (A..B-.2~}n,£~ . .o!...; the . .9.?-n~~!:£u.!.il 
~,[Albany, N. Y.], 1964, p •. 94)" . 

12Tbe populace of NOl .. thwnbria is unsha.keable in its 
admiration of Constance" This contrasts with the erratic 
judgment of' tho people of Lombardy in the ~~e 0 

Constance however, in her long periods of solitude, is 
removed from this source of possible support to her faitb .. 



The implicit analogy to thesu££erings o£ Christ is 

made plain at Constance's trial before AlIa 

• • .as the lomb toward his deeth is broght 
So stant this innocent bifore tbe Kyng. (617~8) 

The trial is £ollowed by two further tests ~~ ber strength; 

pbys ieal assault and the forgiveness l"equired for a man 

who had, as £ar as she knew, been her betrayal", again 

suggesting parallels with the passion of Christo In the 

court-room she is isolated, driven back upon her spj.ri tua.l 

resoU1~ces, as she was in her voyages. 

Have ye nat seen sometyme a pale face 
Among a. preas, o£ hym that hath been lad 
Toward his deeth, wher as bym gat no "grace •• e? 

(645-8) 

Again this recalls the last hours of Christ, suggesting the 

depiction of his condemnation by the crowde 

The analogies £or Constance's suffering interpolated 

---by the Man o£ Law raise the whole question o£ his ovvn attitudes 

to his materials, which I shall now consider. Duffey tried 

(1947) to reconcile two contradictory critical judgments 0; 
the Man of...}a.wts=.!a~ by eX8l11ining Chaucer's intentionol~J} 

Earlier critics had round the tale of general emot ional appeal, 

written with Sincerity of e.xpression,14: while more recent 

- ----13Duff'ey, "Intention and Arttl, p. 182 .. 

14Robert rriiburn Root, Tbe_fgetEX of_~~~ (Boston 
and New York, 1906)/ po 181 0 



critics tended to stress the conventionality and artific

ialj.ty of the tals o Duffey concludes that the Tale is 

appropriate to the Man of Law as a member of the r:tsing 

bourgeovisie; that it is designed to satisfy middle·-olass 

tasteo l5 He compares Constance unfavourably with Heathcliff' 

and Lear and complains of the lack. of explanation and mot·· 

ivation in the heroine, concluding that 

The story is obviously a low order of romance. 
It is repetitious, pedestrian, and lacking in 
the glitter and finish of that order of comp~ 
osition.. It bas little of the psychological 
analysis or decorative detail that we expectQ16 

The tale's conformity to the genre of the Saint's Legend has 

more recently been supported.,l? Psychological ffi1alysis was 

inappropriate to the form, and, as I have tried to show in 

Chapter Two, psychological analysis as such is not to be 

expected of medieval literature. Human understanding entailed 
IS 

in the projection of attitudes, perhap~, but this is not by 

any means the same e This demand is -completely inappropr iate 

to the conception of figures of spiritual pre-eminence e
18 

l5Duffey, 11 Inten t.ion and ArtU:, pp. 192-3 (> 

161£1£0' ppo 185-'7, 192. 

1'7Paull, "Influence of the Saint's Legend o • e" p .. 1810 

18As we shall see in Chapter V the so-called psych-
ology often d:1.scovered in the unregenere;te pilgrims, is more 
correctly an understanding on Cbaucer's part of the)" moral 
implicat:i.ons of attitudes and approaches to 1 ife, not the 
exploration of psychological states in the modern senseo 
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Other critics have traced th is contr'adiction of 

response to a contx'adict:'Lon in the purposes of' the tale, 

Uthe religious elements are at cross purposes with the human

ising process. Hl9 The clue to this discrepancy in tl"eatment 

has now been fOUJ."1.d by turning to the Man of' Lavlts portl-'a5.t 

at the opening of the tales, and to the Prologue and Intro

duction to the Tale itself 0 Here there ·is much to cast 

doubt on the Man of Law's capac i ty to tell the kind of 

story be has chosen" William Sullivan (1953) pointed out 

the contribution the Introduction and Prologue make to the 

characterisation of the Man of Law. He reveals an inaccurate 

knowledge of Cbaucer and Gower, which however, he is anxious 

to display; his condescension towards Cbaucer and b1s ludi

crously misplaced condemnation of Gower betl'ays him,,20 

Alfred David corroborates this judgment of the Lawyer as an 

U ill-informed and pretentious literal"Y critic"; he sees him 

as a fool, n som.ethin.g of a knave • • 0 (with) extremely 

-' stl"aight~laced notions about literature, telling an impeccably 

19yunck, URe1igious Elements 0 •• n, po 250; and 
berere him, Edward A" Block (lloriginality and control1in~ 
purpose 8l1d craftsmanship in Chaucer f s Man or L8Iw f s Tale i , 

PMLA)LXVII~.6 1953) _~!l jn trying to make her (Constance) more 
religious, and at the same time more human, he was motivated 
by what is fundamentally an irredeemable dualism of' purpose.!! 

_.(p., 592). 

2~lilliam Sullivan, t'(Chaucer' s Man of Law as 
Literary Criticlf

) ~N,LXVIII (1953), pp. looB e 
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moral tale. tt21 Tbe use of a. passage from De Miseria Humanae 
~--

~, or r'a ther its misuse, in h is Prologue reveals 

again the mater'ialism of the Man of Law seen in the General 

PrologueG With a panache quite equal to that of tbe Wife' 

of Bath, be subst:i.tutes his own ending for the condemnation 

of weal th .. 22 As Rol:>el"t Enzer Lewis sbows, the lawyer borrows 

Innocent I S pas sage on poverty only to subst:i..tute fol''' Innocent's 

ensuing fex'vent condemnation of weal tb, an expostulation in 

praise of the wealth of merchants" He is evidently cooking 

the books, and any vestiges of confidence in his o'N.n spiritual 

and moral awareness can be finally dispelled by Chauncey 

Wood's exposure of the major spiritual handicaps rrader which 

the Man of Law labours.,23 The lawyer talws a materialistic 

view towards literary n propertytl in the Prologue , hugely 

ironic in the face of his exploitation of borrowed texts., In 

his tale he exposes himself in his. ~~ny apostrophes and inter~ 

polations, as the representative of a..n U anti-Boethian, anti ... 

2lAlfred David, ItThe }.Iran of Law vs .. Chaucer: A Case 
- j.n Poetics", fT'I1LA,LXXXIL (1967) po 220.. David sees the tale 

as the product of two different impulses, _Chaucer's concern 
w:tth tlsentence lt and with nsolaast~ in his art. Through the 
lawyer/Chaucer, according_to David, satirises tbe concern for 
respectabilj.ty. l"'ather than morality to be found in his aud
ience Itoi' limited and established literary taste"., (217-25). 

~_?2Rob6'rt Enzel~ Lewis" uChaucer t s Artisti~ use of Pope 
Innocent Ill's De NliseJ?ia Humanae Conditionis in the Man of 
Law's Prologue B.Ylcf'Tagf.~p·r~IL1f";LfuI~(W6-6l~ pp .. 485~92e 

. 23Chauncey Wood~ £hauce~ll~_of' th~_~~.1!. 
(Pr2nceton, 1970),Chapter V~strology in The Man of Lawts 
Tale!t, PPe 201, 195., 



humanistic, anti-religious a\iproach to life.l~ His sights 

are limited to Fortune, the ways of Providence are beyond 

him, and God is the provider of miracles. For him, disaster' 

can be averted by the U elecc iouns" of astrologers 0 His 

apostrophe 

o firste moevlnge t Cruell .firmament 
With thY,diurnal sweigh that crowdest ay. " ,,(295-315) 

Shows', as Dr .. Wood demonstrates, a profound falsification 

of the passage taken from Bernard Silvestris. 

The joy at the beauty or creation that marks 
Bernard f s work is turned to despondency at 
the inevitability of astral determinism by 
the Man of Law o A passage on birth bas been 
cbanged to one o~ death. The order of creation 
bas been turned into an order of fatality o 24 

So much for the tlrevel'>entn Man of Law .. 

The General Pl'>ologue warns us that allowance has to 

be made for an intermediaI'Y whose observation is mor'e akin to 

the outlook of a Harry Baill)rj" tbal.J. to Chaucer himself, whose 

judgment is revealed by the observations the narrator .fails 

-i'ully to comprehende In the _M~a~n~of~~~!a\~ we must expect 

comparable failures of judgmel1 t leaving a discernable discre-

pancy between the subject of the tale ru1d the attiv~des projected 

o~to it. Our conception of Constance will consequently en

compass both the saintly figure of a tale of splritual edifi

cation, and also a heroine whose qualities are directly 

tl">aceable to the spiritual incapacities of the narrat·oro I 

---------==- -~----------------
24 illQ~, p~ 2180 
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would suggest that the Man of Law's treatment of the tale 

can be seen to diminish thesp::1.ritual ·impact of the heroine o 

Chancer has left us with sufficient knowledge of tbe thematic 

backbone of the story, as we have seen, for us to discern 

the saintly Constance yet intact; the Man of Law's efforts 

are easily d1.stinguishable in the rhe.torical d1.stinctness 

io.£.;.:, the action of the tale .. 

We bave two clear indications of tbe Man of Law's 

attitude to his material.. At tbe climax of the trial scene 

he turns to his audience; 

o queenes, lyvinge in prosperitee, 
Duches ses, and ye ladyes evel"ychone, 
Haveth som routhe. on hire advel~sitee t 
An Enperours doghter stant allone; 
She hath no weight to whom to make hir mane .... (652=5) 

He reveals two aspects or his interest in the tale.. Firstly, 

his heroine is the object of pity; secondly, she is tbe 

. J!imperol~f s daughter, the focus of romantic interest .. 25 By 

this I mean that the lav~er's enthusiasm for bel" is repeat

edly seen to be in close a.ssociation with her rank, and her 

marriageabili ty., The second h in t we get of what the lawyer 

finds in this tale is suggested by his question 

25 Cfe II 271-3 and 284~87 as the most conspicuous 
example of th~ Man of Laws incapacity to see the wider sign-

-- . -lficance of -Constance's departure in his preoccupation with 
the marriage, whicb has already been shown to be a spiritually 
dubious enterprise (211~31). Paul Eo Beichner points out that 
disparity of worship in marriage was then considered a dang
erous undertaldng, spiritually (l~ChaucerYs Man of Law and 
DisD8..ri tas CuI tus, SJ2,e nt1lvlli JCXIII, 1948 Ji '70-'75).. The echoes 
~JUdrcial "terminoiogy sug~est that in his preoccupation 
with legalities tbis has escaped him (218-24). 



How may this wayke wonnnan han this strengths 
Hire to de~end aga~l this renegat? (932~3) 
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At other junct ions in the tale ~ when the triumpb of Constance f s 

faith seems to the lawysl' to require comment he" tUl~ns to 

his idea of the God of Miracle s 0 It j.s this God uwho ~aved 

Denyel in the horrible cavett (474), who tlkepte Jonas in the 

fissbes mawe lt (484), who t~yaf' Juditb cox'age orhardynesse/ 

To sleen him Olofel~nuso .. on (940) 0
26 Always he must stress 

her weakness" and miraculous intervention" The significance 

of her escapes as the reward of faith escapes hlrn. 

Constance invokes the aid of Christ B.nd Mary.. The 

Man of Law however, consistently draws on the Old Testament 

for his examples, and his God, f'.Cj a god of supernatural 

intervention and punishing wrath, is apt to a man whose 

concern with the letter of the law identifies him with the 

Law of the Old Testament. This talionic law is srtper~eded 

by Christ~ New Law of Mercy; the Man of Law enjoys the 

d.estructionof Constance's enemies. more.perhaps, than is 

necessary.,27 The worst threat to her life is the false 

knigb·t, t·yet Consta.nce badde of his deeth greet routhe" (689) 0 

26Cf. Rodney Delasanta, "And of Great Reverence: 
Chaucerts Man of Lawlt , qhe.ucer Review ,V, (1970)) pO' 294, on 
the misinterpretat:i.on of biblical allus ions (not found in 
Trivet) as part of the Lav'Yert Sll pursuit of his extra-legal 
rea.ding with an eye. to intellectual posturing and didactic 
gesture"o 

··27 
lli~o, p" 298 .. 
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The apostropheS'. and interpolations revea11.ng the 

Man of Law's anti~Boethian benightedness are distinct from 

the action of the tale.. Is it possible to be equally clear' 

1n our distinction between the Constance of ideal Fortitude 

and the Man of Law 1 s pitiful, helpless, aristoc:r'atic, and 

romantic heroine? Throughout, one can fairly easily dis

tinguish the Man of Law's response from the spiritual figure 

beyond.. When she first appears, the Man of Law seizes on 

bel"') weeping a.s signs of the tender apprehensions of a daugh= 

ter, the protected child, depart1ng for an unknown husband 

(267 -73)., Her submission to pa.ternal and male authority is 

interspersed with the resignation to Christ's will, "his 

·leestes to fulfille tF (284).. This spiritual obedience, witb 

its concomitent independence of Fortune, is what shapes her 

future life, not the state of dependency the lawyer is glad 

to see bel" safely bestowed in.. Consequently this quality 

1s mOl"e fundamental to her natul""'e" and dramatisati.on of 

temporal instability and woe interpola.ted by the Man of Law, 

accounts for incongrous "humanizing toucbes lt
" 

The practical and emotional difficulties of the 

voyage froDl Syria are lavishly expatiated upon by the lavqer. 

From Constance we have only a bumble prayer, not to the God 

of Miracles for rescue, but from protection from the Fiend 

(450 ... 62) in wbich her own suffering is made light of in the 
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tbougbt of the great sufferings of Cbrist.28 Her prayer at 

bel' trial is in dignified contrast to the Man o.f IJaw' s 

agonising at bel' fateo When the converted AlIa weds her, 

the narrator sees this not as tbe suitable spiritual union 

it proves to be, but as a temporal reward and the re-establ·· 

ishment of her nobility of rank& "And tbus hath Crist 

ymaad Custance a Queene'-t. This is .followed by narrat:i.on 

which recalls the prudish condemnation o.f Gowel', the tasteless 

pursuit of the couple behind the closed doors 

• • • Ho oly thjl'lg} 
Tbey mooste take in pacience at Bight 
Swicb mansI'S necessaries as been plesynges 
To folk tbat hanftledded hem with rynges o (?09·,,11) 

The gratuitousness of his voyeurism is exposed by :tts clumsy 

conspicuousness in a tale remarkable for lack of specific 

detail in action. He seems to have an impulse to divest 

Constance of her saintly dignity at every likely opportunitYe 

The people of Northumberland, and particularly the 

Constable, ~"eplace the. La'wyel' .in bewailing Constance t s fate. 

The questionings of tbe Constable are similar to tbe questions 

implied in the Man of Law's attitude to Providence and 

sharply contrast witb.Constance's composure at this point. 

The voice of the Lav~er is not heard until the next attack 

has been averted, as though Chaucer was delibel~ately circum-

venting this refrain at the moment of Constance's greatest 

28Cf' .. Mary Vir'ginia Rosenfeld, uChaucer and the 
LiturgyU, MLN,LV (1940) pp .. 35?-60 o 

----.- '\ 
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triumph 0 

The lawyer's preoccupation with the "woful tt Constance 

may expla:ln the fragmented en.ding& The fluctuat ions fl~om 

joy to woe, which are accentuated by his narrative and dis-

al~med j.n the stoicism of the hero:1.118, are concentrated ·at 

the end into a rapid progression of joys.and woes, apparently 

extensible beyond the sequence of trials 0 The l.ndecisiveness 

of the ending suggests that the lavryer is caught between 

presenting the restoration to an even tenor of the dramatic 

life of a saint, to him unexciting :in the lack of opportunity 

1'or pious dread and maudlin woe, 1!U'Yt./ in showing her domestic 

·cares and long~term griefso Naturally it is to the latter 

. that be succumbs. 

As far as the lawyer is concerned, his handling of 

the genre evinces a sentj.mental and romantic interest in his 

materials which must have been plain to Chaucer's audience o 

More seriously, his interpretation partially obscures the 

identity of the central figure, debasing it by gratuitious 

emotl.onalism and a 1'ailure of spiritual comprehensiono The 

attitudes of piety struck by the less plausible ecclesiasts 

. and "respectable ll figul"es of the G~~er31_l'r21 . .oJ!~ do seem to 

be hoist with their own petard in that their out spoken relig-

iousity fails to conceal thej.r contradictol"Y j.nterests.. As 

Delasanta suggests, there is a relation between "rhetorical 
-

excess anel.religious exhibltionismtt
, and these ttrhetorj.ca.lly 
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hyperactive/' pilgrims are not among Chaucer f s favor i tes .. 29 

Delasanta finds in the Man of' Law's excoitat ions of Mothers"" 

in-Law the manifestations of npharasaical schizophrenialt .,30 

'this sounds too like a confusion with model'U psychiatry; 

what we do have, however, is the exposure of a vengeful 

impulse extraneous to the materials of the tale, yet quite 

:i.n keeping with the restricted spir:1.tual vision of the 

narrator. 

The Man of Law thus serves as the mouthpiece of the 

worldly incomprehension of the Emperlative spiritual qualit~.es 

and attainments represented by Constanceo We are confronted 

wi th a consistently myopic attitude which thl"oWS the virtnes 

'of the heroine into sharp relief. The interest accrued is 

not focused on the Man of Law per se o It is not the revelation 

of ff personali tyU, but the exposure of a familiar moral stance to 

The figure of Constance, as the triumph of faith and 

action, how~ver passive she may appeal', can be easily discel"'ned 

from the projected pathetic victim and romantic beroine o Her 

resoluteness and dignity emerge unscathed and her qualities 

tr'anscend the lawyers capacHiY for appreciation., The object~ 

ive of the Man of Law is not to humanise her, but to make 

hex' more accessible to his understanding.. As the embod:i.ment 

of an ideal she has the human appeal of a workable paradigme 

By frequently evoking his astrologer's God the Man of Law 

--~=--- -.---------~-~------------------------------------------~--

29Dela.santa, uAnd of Great Reverence" • 

30Ib~d.;e, po 304~ 

It . , pp~301, 298. 
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would detract from the accomplishments of hel" fortitude.. He 

would like to dilute bel" spiritual humility with attentions 

to her dependency and helpless femininity.. Duffey complains 

that 

We must take her as a modus ooerandi, as a 
basically mecl1an:tcal, tb~rrrur impl
ement for exciting the reader's superficial 
emotions .. 31 . 

Tbe super'ficial emotions are directly traceable to the Man 

of Law. Her strength, her appeal to a medieval audience, 

with its appetite for hagiography, lies in her transcendence 

of the influence of Fortune and of the incapacities of human 

weakness" Maybe there is more Man of Law ill. us today to ac-

cOUJ."1t for the disappointment voiced by Duffey& 

Having seen that the individuali t-y of the figul"'e of 

Constance is largely a product of tbe Man of Law's efforts 

to turn her into a qualitatively different kind of heroine, 

I shall turn now to the Wife of Bath whose claims to tI person

alityU appear to be much stronger to judge from her critics" 

Does the emphasis on human weakness found in unregenerate 

pilgrims develop into an e~ploration of personality in the 

protracted form of the Pr~ .. ~J29 t:,h.~ W~fe ~of 12~~~~? 

3J.Duffey~ tllntention and Art., e ett j? po 187" 
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Of all the pilgrims, the Wife of Bath seems to have 

attl~acted most attention from critics in search of the "person

alitylt of Chaucer's characters.. Defense of thj.s approach 

has seldom been offered, at least tmtil Do V~1. Robertson f s 

categorical denial of its validitiy. He finds her 

not a "charactertt in the modern sense at all, 
bt1t an elaborate iconographic figuY'e designed 
to show the manifold implications of an att
itude e .. (.the femininity she repr·esents was in 
Chaucer's da.y a philosophical rather than a 

. psychological concept.. .. .. Those VID 0 grow sent~ 
imental over her tlhuman ll qualities are; i'rom 
a fourteentb';"century point of view, simply, 
being misled o 1 . 

Wal tel" Clyde Curry's enthusiasm for "her dual personality" 

prompts him to tl"'Y to locate Itdefinite causes for the co-

existence of more incongruent elements than are ordinarily 

found in living human beings".2 It is significant tbat Curry f s 

great contribution to the understanding of iconographic details 

·lDo W" Robertson Jr", A Preface to Chaucer (Princeton, 
1962) po 3310 Robertson's conCTl:tsiOn-1Sl3'a:Sea-'0n~an examination 

. of the exegetical materials in the Wife f s ~~.. Further 
materials support this view appearing in criticism, and my 
own argurnents, will ensue in tbe course of the chapter. 

2Wal ter Clyde Curry, "Mol"'e about Chaucer" s Wife or· Batht! 
PMLA\Y~XVII (1922)r po 30 0 This incongruity is, according to 
CUl~ry, explained by the peculiar elements of her boroscope, -
vmereby the feeling for the beautiful inherited by venerians, 
is·cheapened~ coarsened, distorted, by Martian influence(PPG 46-
8) .. To bim, she is the most tragic figure, and Ilthe most nearly 
completely humanlt of The_ C~E.Y~!~l~ (p. 51L, 

90 
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in the other pilgrims contrasts witb tbis approach, which is 

supported by a misinterpretation of her horoscope.,3 

The most recent defense of the Wife of Bath f s appeal 

as a ttpersonality" comes from David Parker~ He explicitly 

takes issue wj.th Robertson's assertion; his defense is based 

on the dis play, in fourteenth -centuX'y b:togr'aphy of 

a much "more pronounced and direct interest in 
the moral consequences and implications of 
human behaviour, but this moral interest is 
not necessarily divorced from ttpsycbologicalu. 
interests and indeed rarely is in any work of 
valt16. Properly speaking, the fourteenth
century biographer, when he was d.oing his job 
pr'oper1y, made no distinction between ethics 
and psych 01 ogy" 4 

This assertion is not documented, but certainly autobi.ography5 

represents what we would consider psychological states as 

manifestations of spiritual condition. 6 The three argurr~nts 

3C£'. Wood, note 24 below" 

4David Parkel'>, "Can we trust the Wife of Bath?ft . 
Chaucer Review IV (1970) pp. 90-98. ~~e last sentence of 
Parker>f s statement seems in fact to beg the wbole question 
of where the empbasis in fact lay., Tbe unquestionably repre
sentative figure of Ever'ymml he sees as fI an individual, a 
fact not affected by bis standing for every individual a t the 
s am~ time If ( P e 92) 0 

• 5Cf. Guibert de Nogent" and Peter Abelard, His,!iorJ~ 
"£al~'ya~e 

6Hagiography too, according to Leclercq is concerned 
---to tta.dvancea moral thesis and a-religious idea. -No interest 

is taken in tbe individual as such, in the memory he has left 
behind him.. e .,Not the things he did, only the ideal be illu~ 
"stl"'ated, will be remembe1"edu • His purpose is to edify, to 
offer examples for emulation. Cf. Jean Leclercq, Tbe Love of 
Lea!,111.~a.!2.~~_the Desire for God (New York, 1962) pp" ~ 
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he offers for taking the Wife of Bath as an individual are 

dra\m from the nature of Chaucer's art. Firstly he suggests 

that irony can only be personal, "you can't be revenged on 

abstraction", and that this proves Chaucer to have had Ifat 

least a poetic apprehension of individual personality" G 17 I 

imagine he here confuses irony with satire; the irony most 

central to the vi/ife of Bath is that which associates hel" 

spiritual incapacities, together with those of the Pardoner, 

fianua~L"'Y, the Friar and Sumraoner, to mention but a few, with 

the generalised state of blindness in which the sinner con

teluplates his l:i.fe without spiritual comprehension. 8 By its 

nature the insight achieved is of a mOl"al order, the limits 

of the self-awareness of the individual are those of material 

conmdtmente Secondly Parker argues that 

there is an ~lvitation, so palpable in the text 
to twentieth century readers, to partiCipate in 
the act of creation, and construct a buman iden
tity for the Wife o

9 

But her lengthy "preamblett is a garbled and one-sided dialectic 

prompting rational, not gratuitously imaginative, participatione 

7parker, "Can we trust the Volife of Bath?tt, p. 930 

BCf e Pars~n' s Tale X. 122-3. "Right so the synful 
man that lovet:fi'11'1s synne: hym serneth that it is to him moost 

.. sweete __ of any,tbyng;/but fro that tyme .tbat be lovetb sadly . 
oure Lord Jbesu Crist, and desireth tbe lif perdurable, ther 
nys to him no thyng moore abbomynableot~ 

9po 97. Besides, be ratber spoils the argument in 
implying that we must construct her identity, that we must 
draw on ma teriaJ.s pos sTblyc)'tberwise intended .. 
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Finally~ he says, there is the problem of her inconsistencies,lO 

more amenable to the It character approach" than the tI iconograpbic 

approach lt .11. Like a sophist she is continually shifting ber 

ground,; this demands intellectual penetration, not psychological 

understanding ., 

The comedy of the Wife I s Prologue has been amply 

appreciated, and this will not be one of my chief concerns. 

The illusion of farcical re~enactment in the autobiographical 

Utale of wo that is in mariageH is comparable in technique to 

the tradition assumed to have been begun with Theophrastus .. 

His Cb~ract:.er~, !:lre wi tbout specific visual details, his 

types are without name, hence escaping acclaim as "personalities lt
• 

The Wii'e, as David Reid suggests:l can be regarded asna stock 

figure in a varied sort of pantomime" ,,12 It is the exagger-

a tion and dis tortion wh ich "makes us lay hold of them and 

endow them with lifeu ;13 but in the- c~se of the Wife of Bath, 

her gross figure, bulk of kerchiefs, spurs, gat tooth, deafness 

lORis example here is 811-25, 503 -24, the vVife' s 
contradiction of demanding Hmaistrie", and yet loving the 
husband most who thwarted this desire. This, however is 
recogniseable as the Wife's temporary defeat by a male armed 
with all her tactics whose ascendancy is achieved by comparable 
moral failings" 

111l?J..2.~, p .. 97" 

l2David S_ .. Reid, ItCrocodilian Rumor: A Discussion of 
Chaucer's Wife of Bathll, C~t' Revieyv)IV (1970).) p. 74 .. 

13' Ibid .. , p .. 75 .. 
-="-
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signal the presence of the aggressively wilful, proud~ lech~ 

erous scarecrow14 of anti~feminist propaganda, the thr>eat to 

rational and spiritual progress. Except in the case of the 

Pardoner (for obvious reasons), no other pilgrim has such an 

opportunity to air his opinions; given such scope, she surely 

hangs her'se1f with her ovm rope. The very fabric of social 

custom, and moral and spiritual tradition she so belligerently 

i'louts with costermongering effrontery challenges her. The 

autobiographical excursions witb their lavish commentary from 

"experience" have a robust ap~eal which in the spirit of the 

fabliaux, which underlies the up-so-doun logic of misrule. 

In this chapter I shall show how the Wife's Prologue is 

fundamentally dialectical in form, being a fragmented de'bate be~ 

tween spirit and flesh, rationality and sub-rational wilfulness 

in which peace and order can be achieved only by subordination 

to the appetites embodied by the Wife', by the abandonment of 

Church teaching and of rational and moral conduct, and by sub-

ordination to the penance exacted by the material and pbysical 

snare she l~epresents. The very nature of the weapons she selects, 

and ber use of them, invites moral evaluat ion o ' We will then trace 

the relationship of her attitudes to contemporary configur-

ations of ideqs on the role of women. The tale she tells will 

be seen to supply a final statement on ber philosophy of life" 

------=-----------~-------------------------

14Cf. William Blake, whose reaction is at least 
chronologically closer to Chaucer's contemporaries. 
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Her husbands however pay dearly fOl" such use lEtS the Pardoner 

is the first to recognise. The antithesis of IIpru."'fit chastitee" 

is not for her, imper'fection, 'or the contravention of lIauc

tori.tee", but a proper resignation to the w1.fely status of 

Ubarly br'eedu .16 

The concept of duty in a wife is de~trously replaced 

by the idea of ~debtn; in the Parson '~VE:~ this is quite 

dist:lnct from the venial sin of avoiding lechery by union, Ol'" 

the deadly sin of assemb.ling I~ oonly for amorous loven .. It 

signifies that ttneitber of hem hath power of his owene bodyn"l7 

The Wife's concept of marital debt is predictably commercial. 

Paul's advice to wives to obey their husbrulds is excised; be 

"bad OU1"e husbondes for to love us weel ll (161), meaning that 

he must be "my'de:ttoul'" and my thraltt " The duty and the debt 

are his, not hers, and exacted with the ruthlessness of an 

intractable creditor, "that is to seyn, myself have been the 

whippe" (175). 

The difference between counsel and comuand gives the 

Wife lj.cence o Her demand for sovel"eignty is for the power of 

domestic scourge, control of goods and land, but above all 

power to be a law unto herself; the sacl'ride-gious aspect of 

this demand is brought out in her oVJn words in her establish~ 

16Ibid., pe 329 .. ttThe five loaves of barley bread had 
been taken--slnce st .. Augustine's memorable exposition as a 
figure for the hardness of the Old Law. 

17~~~~, X. 938-943. 
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ment of hel" own judgment as the ul tims. te court·~of-appeal (68) 

and her role as self-appointed scourge (156-8), as domestic 

law~givel" (219); t! In erthe I was his purgatorle" she boasts, 

of the fourth marriage (489). 

Wax'fare is inevitable, as the I1testament" of' the 

adversary, one of' the first three husbands, demonstrates., 

Peace must be on her terms 

• & e sith a man is moore resonable 
Than woman is, ye moost ben suf'frable.. (44l·m2) 

Man's rationality must give way to domination by the worldly. 

appetites so fully represented in the Wife., 

The spiritual sacrament of marriage is confronted 

with a lively sense Of~hYSical and material gains to be 

achieved from thorough exploitation of marrlageo She blithely 

-suggests prostitution to one victim (447) but the reiteration 

of the gains of rendering the debt. makes it clear that her 

conduct amounts to a gainful trade in her "bele chosen (411) 

"--and hel" thoughts of the future are not without hopes of 

further trade liThe bren; as I best kan, now moste I selle" 

Having thoroughly exploited the counsels of the church 
. -

we discovel"l tbat tbe Wife bas even found recrea tiopal use 

for religious observances. An opportunity 

to se and"eeke for to be seye 
Of' lusty folk, What wiste I wher my grace 
Was shapen for to be, or in what place? 
Therfore I make my visitaciouns 
To vigilies and to processiouns 
To prechyng eek, and to tbise pilgrimages. 

. 
(552~557) 



The possibility of spiritual advantage is vitiated by the 

pursuit of pleasure o 
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From the chopped logic of an exegetical technique of 

defense the Wife moves to outright defiance of criticism in 

the form of a series of retorts fro111 the unassailable position 

of power on the domestic fronto Chiding, bullying and dec

eption aI'e used for her profit.;? and her ease (201); lands, 

gifts, and toil at night7 are tbe price paid by her husbands for 

peace., The dilemL'1a of the husband is a foretaste of the 

Knight's dilemmao Poor or rich, ugly or beautiful, each 

wife brings her own punishment (248-262). The wife rllerely 

retorts witih imprecations. After the covert and devious 

establ ishment of' her ovm righ t of choice in the number of 

marriages, her rights of "engendrure" and ttdetteU , the prac." 

tical implications of her soveI>eignty are enacted with shats1Bl

essness o In her catalogue of the .sufferings inflicted by the 

rich, the poor, the ugly or the beautiful Wife j she is clearly 

the epitome of them al10 The testament of care and toil in 

-the charge s of the first three husbands are met with coaI'se 

insults, and the intractable retort, "we wol ben at otu'e 

large", (322) ul wol nat wirche as muchel as a gnatn (347). 

For occasional possession of her flqueynte" all reasonable 

demands on her must be relinquished., She must be gorgeously 

decked and given the freedom of the cat, an animal notorious 

for its lechery in Destia~ieso Preacbing, tbe invocation of 
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Apostolic wisdom, and practical counter-ploys~ are met with 

swearing and abuse, a perpetual reminder of the spj.ri tual 

jeopardy of surrender to the demands of the f1eshe 

• • e no wys man nedeth for to wedds 
Ne no man that entendeth mIto hevene. (274~5) 

The counsel of the church denied by the Wife's submission 'to 
I~ -k.L ~ q fA;.., 

the promptings of Uthynges small" is again flouted,{often 

irresistible, and of course God-given, tendencies, 

••• all swich wit isyeven us in oure byrthe: 
Deceit, wepyng, spinning God hath jive 
To wommen kynde1y, whil, that they may 1yve • (400-402) 

. '. t.JltrM~J 

Hence chiding, sleight, force;relentless quittingAuntil the 

husband surrenders. 

The fourth husband and Ja~kyn confront Alice with 

her own kind of weapons; jealousy meets with jealousy in the 

fourth marriage, the fifth husband "was of his love daung

erous to mett (5l4), a tactic the ageing Wife must come to 

terms with as she forced her first three husbands to. The 

recital has come full circle, for Janekyn's method is to 

subdue the Wife with 'texts, this time from anti=feminist 

literature. 

Robert Haller points out that the Wife's marital ven-

tures and her tale presents a sequence of husbands represent-
. 

ative of the Three Estates"; the first four are commoners, the 

fifth a churcbman, by training if not occupation, and the 

Knight of the Tale is a member o£ the aristocracye18 Each 

l8Robert S. Haller, I~The Wife of Bath and the Three 
Estates", Annuale Mediaevale VI (1965) pp" 4'7 ... 64 .. 

, I J 
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is vanqu:i.shed by sexuality. The first three a1"e confron ted 

by ber bargaining powers, and by her ovm home grolmd. The 

Clerk's texts suggest an indulgence in anti-matrimonial 

propaganda as futile as bolting the doo!' when the horse h'as 

gone, but a degeneration of .lear-ning which the aggression of 

the Wire finally vanquishes. S.im:Uarly the Knight, .albeit. 

an unregenerate member of the aristocracy as were the previous 

husbands of their estates, is defeated by his sexuality, a 

defeat in the guise of "gentilesse". 

Through her telling use of exegesis the Wife is 

r-ela ted to the Sa.rnari tan woman whom Christ would recall to 

rational:t.tYeThe coming of the sixth husband which the Wife 

welcomes unwittingly alludes to the promised coming of Christ .. 

The Wife of "bis:tde-Bathn , l5.ke the Samaritan beside the well,19 

in this connection represents the bondage of the five wits, 

the inferior part of reason. The carnal significance of her 

life and the literal sense of the texts she invokes are the 

limits of her understanding o Her espousal of imperfection is 

the relinquishment of rationality to the demands of the flesh 

in herself, and in the men married to her. 

In betraying bel' own spirit, and the spiritual aspect 

of bel' husbands, she is daughter to Eve; stung to retort by 

the ammunition of the fifth, she attempts to shift the blame 
-~--~---------,--~-- . . .. 

19Robertson, Pref~e, ppo 320-22~ 



By God t If worrmi.en badde written stories,. 
As clerkes ban witb inne h ire oratories, 
They wolde ban writen of men moore wikkednesse, 
Than a1 the mark of Adam may redresse •• e (693-696) 

In glaring antithesis to the fortitude of Constance, the 

Sainthood of Cecile, and the patl.ence of Griselda20 she 
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embodies the willing flesh contrasting with their triumpbant 

spirit. Her happy consignroont of all adversaries to the 

devil mairk'is her as the blood~relation of Friar, SurnrilOner 

and Pardoner e 

Her kinship with the ~illainesses of the Clerk's 

book need not be laboured. Anti~feminist and 'anti,-matrimonial 

treatises flourished at this time, and the tradition, trace~· 

·able back to Tbeopbrastus, J;'.epeatedly drew on material from 

his work, from Jerome, and Wal t'er Map's epistle e The bulle 

of extan;t; manuscripts come from Oxford,2l where the battle 

to maintain celibacy in the priesthood 'was fiercest. 

2 0C1'. Sister Ri tamary Bradley, '.'The Wile and The 
lAirror Tradi tionH, JEGP "LV (1956) I 624-30, who sugge st s the 
debt of the Prologue to mirror literature whereby wisdom is 

·seen, in the Scriptures and in various forms of encyclopaedia, 
as tbe antidote to the follies of worldly prudence; lIinflu
enced by the Augustan theol')Y of knowledge, moralists thought 
of' the Soul as a mirror illumined by these abstI'ac t truths 
•• ' & person's whose lives were 'examples", whether good or 
bad, were mirrors in the strict didactic sensett • (p. 624). 

1 n .. _. . ... ~. Robe,rt. Pra tt, tI Jan~kyn r s book of Wikked Wyves: 
Medieval Anti-matrimonial p¥6paganda in the Universities lf , 

Annuals Mediaevale ,III (1962). pp. 5-270 The staples of the 
tradi tion were the Disuasio Valerii a.d Ruffiarum ne uxorem 
di.9~ of Walter Ma-p;-tfieo ~~~IUs-I1ED~f!~~
!f..ul2EJ.s, and Jerome's E!2~.E0la... ~_~~<?v2:!.lJ-~~.. Another 
allusion to the tradition can be found in lIe 257-262, largely 
drawn from Jerome and Theophrastus, and the passages on why 
men mal"ry, from Isidore. (Cf • Pratt , II Chaucer and Isidore on 
Why Men Marry", J.1LN I.LXXIV -' (1959), PP .. 293-4) .. 
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As Chauncey Wood has sho'wn, the details we are given 

of' the Wii'ets horoscope do not support Curry's interpretation 

of' the Wif'e as the product of' constellations which have 
. She-is IIDr 

ruined her II original nature" r; ~the victim of' Ubitterness which 

bas been f'orced upon her by an unholy constellation" .22 It 

is a familiar fail:i.ng of the sinner to _ find extenuating 
rq 

circustances, as the Parson points out~23 But according to 
- ,.. . 

Drc Wood's interpretation the significance of' her horoscope 

suggests deviousness and probable promiscuity j.n the influence 

of Mars in Taurus. The precise influence of Venus is not 

clear from what she says, but far from suggesting vest:i.gial 

ltartistic,impulsest! or indeed regret--she is consistently 

shameless. The combina t:ton of "both Mars and Venus in the 

same astrological breath inve::-riably brings f'orth references 

to adultel"y and f'ornication lt .24 Dr. VV'ood fS reference to 

, _ Thomas Usk' s Testament of' Love shoins the connotation of' 
~~.....,. 

venerien to be f'ar f'rom an object of pathos, for Veneriens 

trso lusty ben and so leude in thier wits, that in such thinges 

right litel or naught don they feleu • 25 

Thus the Wif'e f s exploitation of the exegetical trad~ 

ition, of the Pauline teachings on matrimony, of' her own 

-~22CurrY, Chaucer ~~ };P!l Medieval S.c~,5lEs:e~" p. 49. 

23Cf'. Parson's Tale, X. 319, and Chapter II, (§gut~ 
Ell lish Lege.ndarrr--~ 

24Chauncey Wood. Chaucer and The Country of' the s.tars 
(Princeton, 1970)v pp. l72-:S0r,:--~~~-~~ 

. - -
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uexperiencetl, an expansion on practical .. strategy, of all 

possible arguments in her extenuation, of the extl"emes of 

anti-feminist propaganda, all sel~ve to weight the case against 

ber. She defies wisdom and ecclesiastical authori~y with 

her own law, revealed as the sovereignty of worldly desires. 

The required obed1.ence of the Wife is the lot of the. husband 

in her upso-doun scheme of things.. The sacrament of marriage 
~ . 

. becomes a material contract; aggression replaces "gen·tilesse lt 

just as "gentilesse tt appears to vanquish the brutality of the 

Knight in her Tale. The New Testament is subordinated to 

the examples taken from the Old Testament with the same 

literal-mindedness which denies validity to perfection arid 

justifies sexual licence with the evidence of the anatomy. 

The very materials she uses for her defense associate her 

~ith spiritual abuses, with the moral tyranny of domestic 

strife .. The multifold aspects of the dominant trait of wil-
- - . -

fu1 carnality are the ground work of her characterisation. 

Om") interest is aroused in her attitudes, and their moral 

significance; the process by which we understand the Wife is 

one of intellectual engagement, not empathetic identification 

. with her psychology. We are confronted with the tortuous 

workings of perverted rationality, demanding to be disentangled 

and interpreted. The figure glimpsed in the General Prologue 

is a mouthr;d.ece for the ironic presentation of an extreme of 
. . 

behaviour. Her Prologue takes the form of a rambling and 
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sophistical dialectic :i.n which the adversary is located :i,n 

the values and assumptions of' the contemporary audience" 

The Tale tile Wife tells appears at the outset to be 

a romantic fairy tale, but before the illus:i.on is well estab-

1 ished the Wife must se ize on the opportunity to It qui tit the 

Friar. 'When it resumes, the promising Knight ridl,ng through 

woods very soon disenchants us by promptly raplllg a maido 

The quest which follows takes us straight back to tbe Wife's 

preamble. 26 In seeking to discover ttwhat thyng is it that 

wormnen moost desiren" (905) the replies he is offer'ed are 

a refrain to tbe Wife's own exposition of female desirese As 

if to underline the relationship of Tale to Prologue the 

Vlife launches into a digression, an exemplum featuring Midas, 

a tale from Ovid's MetaE29rph0rts~E. which has undergone some 

transformation in substituting a wife for Ovid's barber. 

Judson Boyce Allen and Patrick Gallacher have demonstrated 

the significance of the exemplv,m, whicb appears at first 

sight to be but tenuously connected to the narrative. The 

exemplum offe1"s yet another sidelong glance at tbe Wife her ... 
,;Ie} l4~i/' 0 

self, since Midas was glos sed by Grovanni 8.S tf a man who con o ,. 
siders only the external sound and not the inmos t partlt. 27 

--26Furtbermore 925-950 adds a further gloss to the 
Wife's identity as the epitome of female desires .. 

2'7Judson Boyce Allen and Patrick Gallacher, tlAlisoun 
Througb the Looking Glass: -or EVery Man his own Midas", 
Chaucer Revie~ IV (1970)JP~ 101. Tne quotation from Ar~ulf's 
connnentary on the ~e~ (pp .. 103-4) will be discussed 
later in the chapterc 
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Tbe fact that the Wife is described in the General Prologue 

and in her tale as "som.· ... del deef" confirms an appropriate 

identification with tbe infirmity of Midas besides that of 

his confidante. 

This underlines the continuity with the Wife's Prologue G 

The object of the quest, the manner of its instigation heighten 

our awareness of the teller. The Knight himself is anonymous, 

and conSistently unknightly, and the absence~: of naI'rative 

detail leaves the tale bare of romantic associations~ 
. 

The loathly lady of analogues to the Wife's version '5 

portrayeol~ , ~;}7j in horrific detail. 28 The Hag here 

is fouler than allY man can devise (999), but we do not see 

hel"> until the transformation has taken place. The Knight is 

hauled off to marriage and bed with a single~mindedness 

reminiscent of the Wife's handling of her husbands. The 

answer to the riddle is the narrator's own maxim 

Wommen desiren to have sovereynetee 
As well over hir housbonde as hir love, 
And for to been in maistrie bym above. (1038-40) 

Her pillow talk on Itgentillesse ll was a familiar and 

possibly commonplace passage from Dante,29 in attitude and 

2801'. Theodore Silverstein, "The Wife of Bath.and the 
Rhetoric of Enchantment; or How to make 'a Hero See in the D.ark".> 

_)dPtL~III_(1~61).t pp. ~62-?,0,.for ~compElr'iBon with JE~~rr~aei!2. 
.2!_EJ:F G.§.yv_~, ~ hedd~J?-fL . .£L,:9.J-r Ga1"2E.. ~nd. Da,!lle negnall, and 
Gowerls tale of Jl'lorent, in ,2012fesio l\.~tlS. 

29Dante, ~a.'!Jo!io VIr 121 tt, and Oonvivio; Canzone 
prefixing Fourtb Tractate, and IV Tractate, TIFlapso 3, 10, 14, 
15e Cf. also Cbaucer, ~~e (Robinson, po 536). 
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also method suggestive too of the techn:i.ques il-'onlcally 

advocated by Andreas Capellanus, in·· De Arte Honesti Amandi. ---- .... ..,----~~~ 

Her lecture offers unquestionably sound morality, but we 

must not lo-s~~) sight of her objective c The final capitulation 

of the Knight to the hag's demand for sovereignty follows an 

impossible dilemma, a cboice It impor·ted from the incongruous 

realm of Roman social satire a.nd patristic denunciation of 
C4fdk/a...+W'l IS 

marriageU .30 1(heArepr~sentative too of the Wife' s exposition 

of the crippling alternatives in the choice of a wife (249-270). 

¥fuen the illusion created by the tale is thus reduced 

to a minimum we are asked to accept the metam~rphosis of the 

hag, a sleight of magic in an un-fantastic' tale, and asked 

·too J to believe, des pi te all the Wife t s warnings, that the 

lrnight does get a true and beautiful wife, and that they live 

in tlparfit joye", ever after .. 

Aaron Steinberg offers a Freudi~~ interpretation of 

the Knight's decision, to him implausa.ble8 He interprets the 

Knight as t~a fragment of fantasy, the unconscious projection 

of the Wife of Bathtt • 31 The appeal of' the sexual rampancy of 

the Knight need be traced no further than the Prologue to the 

tale" He has been out'witted perhaps as the five husbands were, 

C 
30Margaret SchlauA>;h, "The Marital Dilemma in the iJVif'e 

of Bath's Tale li
, PJdLA,LXI (1946); p .. 418.. _ 

31Aaro;'; Steinb~rg, "The Wife of Bath and her Fantasy 
of Fulfilment tl

) CEI XXVI (1964), Pp .. 187-191 .. 
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by the superior argument of \I gentillesse tt
• But the abrupt 

metamorphosis is as incredible as Janu.ari~f s sudden sight at 
I 

the end of the Ivr~chap~as lale". Januaries accession of 

vision leaves him spiritually blind; the machinations of 

Pluto and Proserpyna prepaI'0 us for the denoueliient 9 and tbe-ir 

dialogue offers clues to its significanceo 

We have seen the continuity between Prologue and Tale. 

The Prologue suggests a metamorphosis in the Wife .fromyouth 
. . 

to age. The Midas story presents a second metamorphosis .. 

The Knight is in the power of the hag becaUS.8 he, like the 

husbands,has fallen prey to his appetites o He too must 

consequently accept the answer to the riddle, that of sover~ 

eigntyc The dilemma can be seen, in the light of the Wife's 
as 

prologue '/' an emblem of the Wife t s OVID. idea of marriage, to 

which the only response can be submission to the worldly 

.. appetite such a wife represents, and which the bag has prom-

ised to fulfil (1218).. January, in f.aJ..l:i.ng prey to his lust; 

becomes the victim of il·lusions, and the power of the appetite 

to lead to blindness to reality is there attestedo 32 

3.ince the theme of the Tale is so pre -eminently that 

of the Wife of Bath herself perhaps we should consider bow 

far tbe final metamorphosis can be related to her stance o We 

32Boyce Allen and Gallacher, "AlisoUll through the 
Look:i.ng Glass" pp. 103-4, quoting Armulf of Orleans (Fausto 
Ghisalberti, ItArnolfo d'Orleans, un cultore di Ovidio nel 
seeol0 XIIII .. )_ 
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can see that within the context of the pilgrimage it luay 

signify that the tired exterior is still meant to hold out 

the promise of sexual commerce for a sixth husband.. But if 

we take up again the clue offered by the symbolic metamorphosis 

of Midas we C&l find a more appropriate interpretation for _ 

~he ending.. Allen and Gallacher quote 1l.l'11.ulf of Orleans on 

the subj ec t of Ovid is ~_t~n.!£!,..Qh=q,se~.. He sees the intention 

of the Metamorphoses as the discussion not simply of: change 

in pbysical things, but of change in the soulo 

There ar'e two motions in the soul, one ra-bional, 
the other irrational; the rational :is that which 
imitates the firmament, whicb is from East to 
West, and conversely the irrational imitates the 
motion of the planets which move in opposition 
to the firmament .. " "seeing this Ovid wishes to 
show us the internal lnovement of the soul through 
f'ictional narrative" .. "The intent1.on is ethical 
because it teaches us to despise temporal things 
which are transitorY3and changeable--whicb is a 
moral consideration o 3 

A.s Allen and Gallacher suggest, the Wife follows ber planets, 

rather than the firmament, she is, in her sensuality, the 

antithesis of rational man, a lover of' temporal "things whose 

tale of the metamorphosis of'ab.ag to a maiden may well be 

interpreted as the irrational desire to move from West to 

East, to reclaim, or at least preserve, the pleasures enjoyed 

in youth, closj.ng her eyes, as January does, to the lif'e of 

th e s p ir i t to come. 

33 Ib ' d ---1:...:, 0, 



Thus the element of wish-fulfilment implied in the 

tale originates in moral insight rather than psychological. 

phenomena 0 This aspect of the characterisat:i.on also leads 
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away from the individual to a representation of the general 

spiritual condition of man, and its denial by bondage to the 

flesho 

I bope to bave made clear in this brief look at the 

presentation of the Wife of Bath, that she has no more cla~,-ms 

to t~personalityn than a ventr'il.oquist f s dUllnllY, she represents 

the point of intersection between a number of configurations 

of ideas about women o She is at once the mo~thpiece and the 

target of elaborate irony by wbich she becomes impaled on 

the v"ery instruments she choses for' her defense.. Her incap-

acities may lure the modern critic to regard ber as "living", 

"human", as a tlpersonalitylf, but her Prologue elicits rational, 

not sympathetic, participation, and her peccadilloes m~e 

signals of a threat, comic perhaps, but also suggestive of 

destructi-ye misrule. We might mistakenly attribute "personality!! 

to the c8.udid £ort~ightness a medieval audience would recognise 
I' 

as shamelessness and aggression. We might find pathos in her 

age, her yet importunate desire~whereas her contemporaries 

would see the ,profound spiritual indignity of her performance e 



CONCLUSION 

This has been no more than ~ preliminary exploration, 

regrettably cursory, to establish some clues to an alien way 

of seeing the individual, alien, that is, to our own concept-

ion of our personalities. Secondly, I hope to have shown 

how Chaucer's characterisation, in consequence of this fund-

amental difference, is inseparable from the moral and intel-

lectual issues of the immediate literary context. The char-

acters prompt analysis, discrimination, moral evaluation, but 
\.. - . 

not the sympathetic:indentification the personal response 

elicited by the inhabitants of modern fiction. Finally I 

have demonstrated that, in the detailed analysis of Constanc.e 
~---. 
and the Wife of Bath, medieval characterisation was concerned 

either to celebrate the exemplary as an object for emulation, 

or to lay bare the strategies and incapacities. of the weak 

with warning implicit in the unequivocal assessment. As the 

Gene~al Prologue shows, moral condition can be concealed, it 

cannot be denied. To reveal this state VTaS Chaucer's prime 

concern. The ambivalence of our own values, spiritual, moral, 

or social, sho'uld not obscure the demand for critical atten

tion made by the calculated ethical "placing ft of each character. 

In trying to disinter and re-assemble a different 

manner of perce iviug the individual, I have been reminded 

110 
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continually of the medieval -cendency to see man in multifold 

relations. This is in sharp contrast with our own capacity 

:for regarding ourselves in isolation fr'om external relations, 

roles, and their rel!mrds and obligations, which are but a 

:fractional, and even transitory part of our sense of the self. 

Medieval man Vias a component in a spiritual framework, a 

social hierarchy, a material structure; much of his identity 

was consequently predetermined by his place within a larger 

system. This is so much a truism that its significance for 

Chaucer's characterisation may escape us. In keeping it in 

mind, we can more readily perceive and accept the stress on 

occupational proficiency, in its fullest sense, to 'which even 

the most deceptively random of details can be traced. The 

polarity between Constance and the narrator of her life is 

intelligible as an ethical counterpointing. The Wife's exploits, 

and her seemlngly enigmatic tale, af'f·irm her precise moral _ 

bearings within an extended social and spiritual milieu. 
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